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David Ellis resigns

Delbert Downing

DOwning critical of
T~omson's. policies

UNH Vice President for · Academic Affairs David Ellis has ,.
resigned his post to become president of a Pennsylvania college.
The University's second-ranking administrator will leave UNH ·
in August to take on the presidency of Lafayette College, a
2,000-student, private liberal arts college in Easton, Pa.
UNH President Eugene Mills said he ''will move in the near
future to appoint a c6mmittee" to choose Ellis's successor.
Mills said the committee will be made up of faculty, staff, a
· student representative ."and perhaps a trustee."
Ellis, 42, said he is leaving UNH because "I was interested
in new challenges.
"Lafayette College is a fine institution," he saig. "I thought
that it would be a good presidency.''
. Mills said Ellis's resignation is "not at all a surprise. He is
a very fine administrative officer, the kind of person who might
well want to take on a presidency at some -time, and I've
been very supportive of him in that.''
As head of academics at the University since 1971, Ellis has
' been responsible for departmental budgets, academic programs,
. and faculty tenure and promotion.
"I'm reluctant to lose him," said Mills. "He has been a great
. strength to us."
"It's very hard to leave the University, because of the people
and the kind of University it is--and because of the deep roots
.
that go down over time," said Ellis yesterday.
Ellis came to UNH as an assistant professor of chemistry
~ in 1962. He became ·an associate professor in 1967 and has
held administrative positions since that year.
"I am a person who believes in trying to help other people
1 do what they want to do," he said. "To me what has been
most important has been seeing the University grow.''
Ellis said the University's financial troubles are not related
to his resignation. "We have got our problems here, and they
are very serious," he said. "But there are problems at other
schools."
Lafayette College is 200 miles east of Ellis's home town of
Huntingdon, Pa. The 152-year-old school is 60 miles west of
New York City on the New Jersey border, and specializes in the
humanities and social sciences.
Ellis was chosen as the school's 13th president from 409
applican~s. 30 of w~?m were college pr~siqents. Ellis said
he agplied for the position last fall.
"It is simply a very fine opportunity," he said.
"'

Trustees' power to raise· . and
By Judi Paradis
State Senator Delbert Downing lower tuition levels.
is not running his gubernatorial
"Replacing the authority of the
campaign on the issues. He is UNH Trustees with that of the
running it against incumbent governor's office would allow
Thomson to utilize his newlyGov. Meldrim Thomson.
"This man has definite traits acquired financial clout to direct
people don't like,"
the his
Conservative
Caucus
Democratic majority leader said viewpoints at the very heart of
or Illi::> uvvuucnt, "but thoy voto · tho UNH educ:ltion~1 systPm . "
Critical water shortage
for him because of his stand on Downing said. ·
taxes. If they can find someone
Downing said he would sit down
they can trust equally then that with the Board of Trustees to find
solutions to UNH's financial
will overriue the tax issue.
"I have a better record on problems. "You hear of athletic
taxes than he (Thomson) has," facilities so bad that opposing
Downing said, noting that he has teams won't play here because By Rosalie H. Davis
minated.
campaigned vigorously in the they fear for theii teams' safety,
After April 15 the town of SeaSmall said McKenny had told
legislation agaln.~t tax increases. students three to a· room or brook will not supply water to the him that the plant would need
''Taxes get killed in the House sleeping in a laundry room," Public Service Company for con- 400,000 gallons a day during peak
Downing said, "I can see having struction of the Seabrook nuclear construction. "It's too much of a
where they originate," he said.
Downing said "The governor them (problems), but not , power plant, due to an increasing demand,'' he said.
has raised taxes more and has a ignoring them."
· water shortage.
The PSC also owns three wells
larger staff than any other
When asked by one student if
Seabrook Selectman Eric in Hampton, but the town of
governor New Hampshire's the University's budget was Small said that Thursday's Board Hampton has passed an ordinanenoqgh to adequately cover its of Selectmen's vote did not in- ce on wells declaring that they
had."
In his talk to a small group of 40 needs, Downing sai~ "Well, I don't dicate an anti-nuclear position, must be used for "domestic use
. students in the Sullivan Room of know-, but if it isn't we'll have to but was based entirely on the only,'' according to McKenny.
the MUB last night, Downing said get more." When asked where town's fo,ur-year-old water
"The companv was verv fair
that a sales or income tax would this money would come from, problem.
and conscientious when it appealed
Downing· said. "The people are
Public Service Company (PSC) Hampton's decision to restrict
not work in New Hampshire.
''A sales tax would be counter- going to tell me.'' Downing spokesman Gordon McKenny water use," McKenny said. "We
productive," Downing said, stressed several times the need to said that Seabrook has an on-site agreed to hire a hydrologist
"New Hampshire has a fragile go to the people for ideas.
holding tank of 1 million gallons <water specialist) to monitor and
economy ~nd the borders have an
Downing advocated the use of a of water, enough for 30 days.
maintain test wells in the area to
economic and . psychologic.al ad- Citizen's Task Force to study the
The plant now uses between 30- report any change ...in water
vantage. People com~ from out of problem of state revenue. He said 50,000 gallons of water a day, quality and level.
state to save a dollar or a dollar- Thomson has rejected this type of McKenny said.
· "We also agreed to reimburse
fifty in taxes and spend much proposal as a "front for sales
"The Seabrook water table is ·landownders who suffered
tax." However Downing said it already down to last summer's damages to their water dropped
more than that."
Although Downing said he was a Citizen's Task Force that level,'' Small said. "We have had ·due to our activity, and to sign a
agrees with the governor that came up with the idea of a to put in a water-ban for the last performance bond securing our
there should not be a tuition in- business profit tax in New Ham- four summers and this year the conditions," McKenny said.
crease in the University system. pshire, which now brings in much ban is early. It is naive and
"We feel that we bent over
· unreasonao1e ot the PSC to think bar.kwards t.o pr.otect Hampton
He criticized Thomson's actions of the state's revenue.
Downing said, ''The PUC that we can supply them with ·Falls," McKenny said.
however, calling the governor's
handling of -the trustees another (Public Utilities Commission) is water."
However, Hampton selectmen
McKenny said he felt the have twice refused to repeal the
example of the "extremism just not Performing the way it
should. It's not recognizing public decision was discriminatory local ordinance restricting water
we've had in this state.''
because no other industry in the use.
Last week Thomson sa1<1 he
area has had water rights terwould try to remove the Board of DOWNING, Page 16
Hampshire's
U.S.
New

I
David Ellis

Nuke plant refused water supply
Representative
Norman
D'Amours called last week for
$130,000 for funding of a U.S.
House sub-committee to study
·"the critical water supply
problem facing southeastern
New Hampshire.''

D 'Amours lists Sea brook,
Hampton, Hampton Falls, South
Hampton, Dover, Durham, Portsmouth, Madbury, Newmarket
Rye and 39 other southeastern
New Hampshire towns as
possible trouble spots.
The Public Service Company
may petition the Public Utilities
Commission to override the
Board of Selectmen in the interest of the public's need for
electricity.
As an alternative to using
water from local wells McKenny
said that water may be trucked in
from other areas.
"That would increase the cost
of Seabrook an~.. wouid ~1so .increase the trafhc, " M.cl\.enny
said. He would not estimate the
cost.
Four million dollars has
already been spent on the plant
which will cost $2.3 billion to
complete.
PSC. page5

INSIDE
Highland

Guitarist

LaCl'088e

UNH's HighlandHouse
means a Tot of things
to a lot of people <including pigs). For a.
look at an unfamiliar
campus landmark, see
page 2.

Ciassical gunar1st
Stanley . Watson seranaded the UNH audience t.o lamplight. For
the story, see page 15.

The UNH Lacrosse
team won its third
game in a row Sunday when it defeated Boston College, 106. The Cats are unbeaten on the year.
See the story on page
20.
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..--News Briefs.__., rLanger named editor
Solar energy forum

Solar energy as one of our major sources of power is one
of the themes of a program being planned by Sun Day, a new
organization on campus.
"Sun Day is an attempt to heighten people's awareness of
solar energy,'' said Bob Dash, a member of the Sun Day group.
Plans are being made for a May 3 event, when a Sun Day
celebration will take place on the Durham campus and all over
the United States.
"The intent is to draw people's attention to the magnificance
of the sun." said Jeff Onore, special Sun Day assistant. According
to Onore. many activities are being planned, such as a sunrise
service in front of Thompson Hall, exhibits in the mini-dorm
area, and literature available on solar energy.
Onore said that a large number of students are becoming
involved with the project, which began here two weeks ago.
"There is deep support throughout the University," said Onore,
including Students Against Nuclear Energy (S.A.N.E.) and ·
faculty members.
.
"We hope any interest generated will lead to something in
the future," said Dash. "We're integrating education with
celebration." .

Fire Siren ordinance overturned ·

Gary Langer, a 19-year-old sophomore from New York City,
becomes the new Editor-in-Chief of The New Hampshire, effective today.
Langer, an English major, was selected by The New Hampshire's Board of Governors at its meeting last week.
Langer recently completed a reporting internship at the
Gloucester (Mass.) Daily Times and has served as a staff
reporter and news editor for the campus paper.
"There's a lot of things coming up next year that are going
to have to be covered," Langer said. "I just want to be sure
that our coverage is focused towards students."
Langer mentioned the upcoming gubernatorial election, the
impending tuition increase, the legal suit against the University
Ly English Professor Annette Kolodny and the student goverance situation as important issues.
The paper's editorial staff will include Rosalie H. Davis
and Kate McClare as news editors, Barbara Scott as managing
editor, Tom Lynch as sports editor, Faith Backus as arts
editor, Art Illman as ~hoto editor, Cheryl Portaluppi as business.
manager and Kevin Lynds as advertising manager.
Langer replaces outgoing editor Michael Minigan.

Gary Langer

'---------------------------~_)

A Rochester city ordinance that restricted the use of certain
sirens on ambulances in the downtown area of the city was
overturned recently by the New Hampshire Supreme Court.
The issue came before the court after Sanford, Me. Fire
Chief George Driscoll was arrested by Rochester police for
failing to use the proper type of siren as his ambulance passed
· through the city. The Sanford ambulance was not equipped with
the high-low pitched siren prescribed by the ordinance.
The court said it sympathized with Rochester's wish to reduce
the amount of noise in the city, but that tht:: use of sirens
on emergency vehicles should not be governed by-tbe ordinance.

House considers enrollment
The House Education Committee is expected to vote down
a bill tomorrow which would strip ·the Board of Trustees of
its power to limit out-of-state enrollment at UNH.
That and other action is expected when the House begins
its regular session today. The Senate will begin meeting Thursday.
Earlier, the Education Subcommittee recommended against
passage of the enrollment bill. The full committee is expected
to fOllOW through Wllll Ulal recommt:mlaliun.
House Information Officer John P. Zanes said yesterday
he did not think the legislature would take up Gov .. Meldrim
Thomson's bill to forbid the trustees to raise tuition.
The House Commerce and Consumer Affairs subcommittee
will also debate Wednesday on the Construction Works in Progress
bill which would authorize consumer funding of the Seabrook
nuclear power plant. The committee is scheduled to deliberate
a bill dealing with terminations of service by electric, gas, and
water utilities.

New flag contest
The design for a new New.Hampshire state fla~ ma¥ mean $25
for soine lucky local artist.
The Manchester Union Leader is sponsoring a contest to redesign the banner, even though there is no official drive to change
the design.
A front page story in yesterday's Union Leader advertised the
ploy saying, ''The whole contest is being staged in the name of fun
and we thought you might enjoy playing around with something
that is rarely noticed."
The editors and artists at the Union Leader think the contest
might spur some action towards the adoption of a new state banner. They will judge all entries.
The state flag currently bears the state symbol on a field of
dark blue. ,

Liberal Arts symposium
The College of Liberal Arts will present its second annual
sympo::;!um on "Science and Liberal Arts" Thursday and Friday
at the New England Center.
Visiting lecturers and UNH faculty members will take part
in the symposium, with speakers and panels discussing efforts
to dissolve traditional barriers between the arts and sciences
in higher education.
·
Interested members of the public are invited to attend the
symposium's three sessions on Thursday evening and Friday
afternoon and evening. For further information call the College
of Liberal Arts at 2-2062.

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts rain for today, becoming heavy tonight and clearing late Wednes?ay afterno?n. Temperatures will be in the mid 50s today, dr~ppmg to the mid 40s tonight. Winds will reach 20 mph.

Animals are one of the little pleasures at UNH's Highland House.(George Newton photo)

Highland House lifestyle differs
from average Universit_y day
By Greg Mcisaac
When was the last time vou J?:ot
up in the morning and sho_veled
horseshit for a few hours? (not
metaphorically speaking)
Shoveling maure, and feeding
animals is part of the daily
routine at Highland House, a
farm and student residence
on Bennett Road run by the
faculty and students of the
Thompson School of Applied
Science.
Every year 20 students from
the Thompson School are chosen
to hve and · work at Highland
House. They are responsible for
their own cooking, cleaning and

maintenance of their dorm, as
well as raising pigs and cattle,
growing vegetables, cutting cord
wood, and renting barn stalls.
The 100 acre farm was donated
to the University four years ago
by Ina Thompson, a spry old
woman of 83. Sitting in her
rocker, inside her _175-year-old
home, she explain~-W.9~ she gave'
the farm to the Uruve)'S1ty.
"I could have sold · the place·
many times, but I did not want
the developers to come here and
bulldoze my beautiful land into a
settlement. ·
"I'd ring their necks if they
did,'' she added with a laugh.

"I wanted to leave the place in
someone's hands who would
preserve it, which the University
is doing."
Thompson is very pleased with·
the way the students are handling
the farm. "Ralph Odell (resident
advisor) is very good for the
place--he's always keeping the
students' interest. The students
are a very nice group-courteous,
thoughtful, but not perfect.
Overall, I think they are doin~
very well."
The money the students earn
from selling vegetables, wood,

/

Day planned for student groups
By Judi Paradis
University and surrounding area Food Coop
New Horizons, a day to pro- participating in the event.
10:30-11 a.m. Students for
mote progressive organizations,
"We definitely need exposure Kolodny
Discussion on
featuring films, discussion to students," she said. "Many are promotion and tenure procedures
groups and workshops will be unaware the center is here or un- atUNH
held Thursday in the Memorial .aware of what we do."
11-12:00 a.m. Women's Center
Union Building.
Storms said, "It's really imporOpen discussion on women's
Barnaby Dow, who is organ- tant to make people aware that
izing the New Horizons Day along student organizations can be poli- issues at UNH
with freshman Paula Herbert, tical. A lot of people have a bad
12-1 p.m. Concerned Gays said, "I feel the ideologies in all attitude toward student organiza- Ooen discussion on eav issues
the groups participating are tions. It's a carry-over from the
1:30-2:3Q ~m. Civil L!l?ertie!i
somewhat the sa:me. They all '50s and high school when· every- , Union - a workshop on how to prohave small budgets, so this is a thing was social."
tect individual rights against
sort of adver--t:isine."
Dow said all the organizations government oppression.
Dow, a member of Student:, will have tables with literature on
2: 30-4 p.m. Students Against
Against Nuclear Energy, said them in the Carroll Belknap Nuclear
Energy - Film: Occupa"The sole goal of the day is infor- Room while lectures, films and tion of Nuclear Site in West Germation. We're JUSt looking to in- workshops will be sponsored many. Slide Show: Seabrook ocform a lot of people at the same hourly by the different organiza- cupation. Discussion will follow.
time."
·
tions in the Senate Caucus Room.
Kate Storms is coordinator of
The schedule of events is:
4-5 p.m. Cool-Aid Hotline memthe Women's Center, one of the
9-10:30 a.m. Food Coop - Films bers demonstrate crisis intervenseven organizations from the on Nutrition and Operation of a tion te~hniques.

PAGE THREE
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Calefs Country Store
steeped in tradition
By Sue Hertz
For over 109 years customers
have come to Calef's Country
Store in Barrington to purchase
everything from an unfinished
wooden rocking chair to a 10pound sack of sugar. But amidst
Calef's stock of : Barbados
molasses, pickles swimming m
barrels, world famous cheese,
grandfather clocks and fertilizers, lie the other ingredients to
Calef's popularity -- the Calef
family and their employees.
"This is a family business, said
A. Harlan Calef , current
manager of the gift store. ''My
grandmother mortgaged her
farm and opened the store in 1869.
After her death my father , her
son, took over the country store.
My brother Clarence and I succeeded my father in the business
when he died in 1954. Clarence
retired 18 years ago but I've been
here all along."
Sitting in his office, the old kitchen of Calef's gift store building,
the 68-year-old Harlan Calef rem-

'inisced about the history of ·his
family's business.
"When my father owned the
country store, customers exchanged their produce for groceries," Calef said. "We would buy a
pig from a farmer and give him
groceries in trade or we would.
take the amount off of his ac- .
count."
Adjusting his leather cap, Calef
looked around his office as if for
inspiration to continue talking.
Historical inspiration is easily
found in Calef's office , permeated by the'past. Faded photographs of Grandmother and other
Calef family members cover the
walls. An old railroad conductor's cap heavy with dust perched
on top of a glass cabinet filled
with cloudy jars and bottles. Focusing . on an early twentieth
century gramophone in the corner, Cal et continued his
reminiscences.
"When I worked for my father
CALEF. page 17

J

'C.-

Roger Calef is one of five generations of Calefs to work in the country store. <George
Newton photo)
.-.. 0"'\,

UNH women resent stereotypes
and lack of female role-models
•'

By Jane Gibson

Sprin~ in

Durham. (George Newton photo)

Walkers raise $1600.
for March of Dimes·
. Sunday morning but returned
really pleased. There empty.
"We figured the kids' parents
were 45 walkers and tli"e majority
of them were from the Univer- wouldn't want to drive their kids
sity," said Chris Mott, president to Durham at 7:30, so we pr,ovided the bus," said Mott. He adof the UNH Greek Council.
Forty-five walkers ranging ded that he was a little disapfrom 13 to 23 years old par- pointed that so few of the local
ticipated Sunday, in the March of p_ublic school students parDimes Walkathon sponsored by bc1pate<1.
the Greek Council. Mott estiMott still felt the Walkathon
mates $1600;00 will be collected was a success. He believes the
from the Wa1kathon.
walk strengthened the relationThe walkers began the 20 mile ship between the Greek Council
hike at Snively Arena at 8:30 a.m. ·and the Durham community.
and followed a route down 155A to
"Doing something of this
152 to Newmarket, on to-·Packers
nature demonstrates the Greek
Falls Road and onto Mill Road system
can do something for the
which brought them back.to Durcommunity," Mott said, "and
ham. There were five checkpoints we're
trying to get closer to the
along the route where the
walkers were greeted with ap- community."
"I'm sorry more kids didn't go.
ples, hotdogs for lunch, and bandaids for blisters. According to The kids with muscular dystrophy
Mott, all of the 45 walkers really need it," said Brett St.
Claire from Englehart. "It was a
finished the entire 20 mile route.
There were even those who ran great ·chance to get out of the
the entire 20 mile.s. Steve Trinkas dorm. We e;ven met a little kid on
from Sigma Beta fraternity was a bike with a squtct gun."
"I ache,". said ~ncy Forsyth,
the first one to return after running the route. Pam Richardson a freshman· from Hubbard. "It
and Brian Geary also ran the 20 was enjoyable. I met some nice
miles together finishing in two- guys."
Robin Meehan, a freshman
and-a-half hours.
"I wanted to run it. It's kind of from Jessie Doe, said 1 "It was
just one of those things you de- very well organized. I thought it
was a neat way to do something
cide to do,'' said Richardson.
Mott was surprised at the low for someone else. The people who
with
the
turn out of high school and gram- were involved
mar school students. The Walka- Walkathon were very friendly
thon was well-advertised in the and concerned.''
"Everyone had an excellent
Newmarket and Durham public
schools. A Kari-van bus was pro- i:ime. I'd like to make it an annual thing," said Mott.
vided for the Newmarket students

By Barbie-Walsh
-.~1 - was

Body language, lack of fem ale
role models, dual-career families
and not being taken as seriously
in their classes as their male
counterparts by their professors
are only a few of the things concerning women students on the
UNHcampus.
As a result of the recent group
discussions led by the women's
issues team ot carol !!.:vans,
Joyce Clark and Anita Dure!, and
temporary Assistant Dean of
Students Barbara Diefendorf,
many women students have been
discovering that other women
:share me :same rears and concerns.
The most serious and pressing
problem, they say, is the total
lack of women professors in all
but three departments.
The women students interviewed are planning careers and
want to be taken seriously in their
classes. They are disturbed by
the fact that there are so few professional women on the campus
with whom they can talk and
whom they can observe.
They express the need to see
dual career marr:iages in operation from the perspective of a
woman professional.
According to Diefendorf, most
of the women students she has
spoken with assume .that one day
they will be wives, mothers and
career women.
"They are concerned about the
inevitable conflicts that do arise
between relationships and
careers,'' she said.
Clark, Durel and Evans have
held several small discussion
groups under the ausoices of the
Dean of Students Office.As a
result of their findings they have
proposed three programs for
later this month and are forming
a committee of undergraduate
women to advise the Dean of
Students Office next fall and
initiate future programming
through it, said Evans.
One· training session they
foresee will be with the students
who conduct freshman orientation, to discuss male-female
stereotypes, how they happen
and how they affect male-fem ale
relationships, she said.
According to Evans , the
freshman orientation staff was
chosen because it is an active
group of students who will be influencing other students.
All four women found an over. riding concern among the women
they spoke with about personal
concerns sucl1 as career plans,
lack of role models and the viability of future relationships in conjunction with careers.
"We have found more interest
in personal issues than in
political issues such as equality

· and discrimination," said Evans.
The students, according to
·Clark, are interested in estabJishing careers for themselves and
are · concerned about the
problems confronted by dualcareer families, where both
spouses work. .
They want to talk about different life-style options and how
they can manage to meet as
many of their goals as possible
and still balance careers and
families, she said.
One problem Diefendorf has
not yet solved is on how broad
a scale to attack these problems
women are encountering at UNH.
Most of the students have told her
they prefer the small discussion
groups she has been holding this
semester.
While
they
have
been
beneficial, she said, "They can't
be continued indefinitely because
there are not enough women
facultv at l TNH to conduct the
meetings."
Ellen Corcoran, assistant.
professor of education, safd. she
sensed that the students had gotten a lot out of it. "It was more
of an experience-sharing," she
said.
·
"It is hard to draw women to1

gether to talk about themselves,"
said P.J. Waldman. Most of the
students there had similar concerns. she said, but had never
expressed them to anyone before.
Resident Advisor Ellen Beck
attended the discussion group
and was so . enthusiastic about
some of the ideas presented that
she is now p1anning a program
for her floor in Christensen with
the aid of Clark , Durel and
Evans, to discuss the lack of real,
beneficial male-female communication.
Many women students feel that
they are playing in a man 's
world. said Beck. Instead of
discussing the issues that really
concern them , many women ,
particularly those living in dormitory situations, fall into traditional patterns of flirtation and
superficial conversation with
their ma1e counterparts. she
said.
In addition to the discussion
groups, Evans, Clark, Durel and
Diefendorf will show the film
"Men's Lives" on April 16.
"We feel that women on this
campus are greatly affected by
the men on this campus and that
WOMEN, page 8

.T homson reconsiders
Clamshell contract
By Rosalie H . . Davis

Gov. Meldrim Thomson will
reconsider his decision to cancel
the Portsmouth Clamshell
Alliance's agreement with the
New Hampshire National Guard
to rent the Portsmouth Armory
for an Aprii 29 dance, according
to the governor's press secretary
Buddy Jenkins.
The Clamshell Alliance, a Ports m out h-b as e d anti-nuclear
group, had planned to hold an anniversary ball in the Armory to
commemorate last year's occupation of the Seabrook Nuclear
power plant construction site.
Executive Councilor Dudley
Dudley said " I don 't think he
(Thomson ) has the power to cancel a duly signed and executed
contract."
I don't think that Governor
Thomson's decision has anything
to do with the Clamshell Alliance's anti-nuclear stance." said
Thomson's press secretary Buddy Jenkins.
Jenkins would not comment on
Thomson's reasons for cancelling
the contract. "He doesn't want to
reveal anything that might cause
court action involving Clamshell
and the state," he said.
"He (Gov. Thomson) must

know that if the Clamshell
Alliance takes him to court that
they will win. He doesn't want
them to get a victory, or spend
any more taxpayer's money on
frivolous suits," Dudley said.
A member of the Portsmouth
Clamshell Alliance who signed
the contract. Catherine Cressy,
said the group is separate, but affiliated, with the larger New
England Clamshell Alliance.
, Gov. Thomson said that the
armory would be used for furthering illegal actions, said
Cressy. "He's obviously talking
about the occupation. The dance
is not a fundraiser for the occupation."
"Taxpayers have already
spent enough money in court
taking care of Meldrim Thomson's whims," said Dudley.
"We signed a contract, which
went through proper chaimels.
and will have the dance at the
Portsmouth Armory," Cressy
said.
"Thomson sairt he was acting
as Commander-in-Chief of the
National Guard." Dudley said.
"Richard Nixon used to justify
similar actions by saying he was
the president.''
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SKIRTS
SKIRTS
ThcNcw Sµring Styles in.:.

SKIRTS

DENIM
SKIRTS BY
40%oFF

JEANS/SPORTSWEAR

Call the WENIG SEWING STUDIO
of Rochester

332-3583

Down on
State to regulate massage the farm
Nashua State Representatives Jim Kaklamanos and Tom
Pappas, both UNH students, have called upun the Legislature
to pass a bill which would control the increasing numbers of
massage parlors in New Hampshire.
In addition to providing for licensing and regulation of massage
parlors, the legislation would also define the terms 'massage,'
'masseuse,' and 'massage parlor' and provide for periodic
unannounced inspection of parlors.
"We believe that if New Hampshire's massage parlors are
to avoid becoming sex-for-sale establishments, licensing and
regulation are essential," says a statement issued jointly by
Kaklamanos and Pappas.
The proposed legislation comes simultaneouslv with a request
by Rockingham County Atty. Carlton Eldredge to the county
Superior Court for a temporary injunction closing three New
Hampshire seacoast area massage parlors.
"Prostitution is .being practiced (in these oarlors) and is a
cxime," said EidJ.e=cJ~~. The three mass~e. parlors he wants ·
closed are in Sea·o1 uvf?.~ Salem and Derry.
Superior Court Judge Arthur Bean has taken the request
under advisement.
·

PLANT SCIENCE
TIME/ROOM _S CHED F-ALL 78CORRECTIONS
ADDED COURSES
3306
4cr.
01
607
PLSC
ADDED COURSES
PLSC .607 01 4cr. 3306 WEED SCIENCE MWF 2:10-3:00 pm Nesm 110, R 2:10-4:00pm GH
PLSC705 014cr.3294POPULATIONGENETICS MWRF8:10-9:00am·Nesm 110
PLSC 762 of var. 3295 PLANT METABOLISM TR 9:40-ll:OOam Nesn 110
PLSC 773 01 3cr. - 3296 METHODS PLANT BREEDING
TR 11:10-12:30pm Nesm 110
PLSC 853 01 4cr. 3300 CYTOGENETICS MW 11:10-12:00pm Newm 109, W 1:10-3:00pm Arranged
CANCELLED COURSES
TIME/ROOM CHANGES ·
PLSC 851 01 PLSC 863 01
PLSC 421 02 MWP 11: 10-12: OOpm Nesm 205

MISCELLANEOUS

PLSC 427L 02 T 2: 10-3: OOpm Pett 212
PLSC 427~ 04. R 2: 10-3: OOpm Pett 212
,
PLSC 535 01 MWF 9:10-lO:OOam Nesm·llO, F 2:10-3:00pm GH
PLSC 695A 01 MWF 1: 10-2:00pm Newm 110, W 2:10-4_:00pm_GH
PLSC 897 01 T 3: 40-4: 30pm Nesm 109
.

'-- PLSC 795A 01 Staff
PLSC 795C 01 Staff
PLSC 897 01 Staff
PLSC 899 01 Staff
PLSC 999 Q~ Staff

FARM
continuted from page 2
and· renting barn space goes to ·
the improvement of the farm and ·
to the reduction of living expenses.
Ralph Odell, a Thompson
School instructor and resident
advisor to Highland House; says
that the long range objectives of
Highland House is to bring the
farm to a .20int of self-sufficiency
so that students' room and board
would be completely paid for by
the farm income.
''There are some people who
are not coming to Thompson
School because of the financial
cost", Odell said, "In the future,
Highland House will be a place
for these students to earn their
room and board while going to
school.
"It's the ideal situation for
career development--students ·
are both learning and applying
their knowledge. The various
curricula of the Thompson
Schoof -lend themselves to the
'overall management ot the
farm,'' said Odell.
The affable Odell lives with his
wife on the farm in a small house
that resembles a chicken coop
from the outside. He likes to keep
a low profile on the farm and in. volve students in the managerial
decisions.
Ken Cogswell, a freshman Civil
Technology major, said, "It's not
for everyone--only the people who
can take responsibility stay; the
others leave. I've _enjoyed .living
here. I know it sounds like of cor- .
ny, but we're like one big family
and this is our home.''
Twice a month each student
prepares dinner for · the whole
house.

"It takes all afternoon to
prepare dinner for 20 people"
said Jenifer Bliss, a freshman
plant science major. "I've learned a lot about farming and about
getting along with people from
living here."
·
·

...........................

·~··········

~

i POLITICS IS TOO
•

i•

iIMPORTANTTOBE i
f
LEFT TO
f
f
POLITICIANS
J
•i
•
Do Something
i
••
•i ·
•
•
i• Next Fall, become
•:
i• an informed citizen
J
•i
:
Political Science 400
•i
•i
- Contemporary Politics
•
i
•••
••i
Political Science 401
:
•

A Dover tradition
of finedining

Jack. f!a1t1t011( ori_gtna[ luncfteoneEEe !9?i.-'Fi·
Hearty Sandwiches &
Complete Dinners •••

I

.•

Lunch and Dinner Daily .••

THE VERY BEST
PRIME RIB EVER

i

Lounge Open Until Legal Closing

••i

16 Third Street

•

~ Politics

'

and Society

·:

••
•i

Political Science 402
•· -American Politics & Culture

Dover,N.H.

:

,+

.

•·••
.:•

••
•i

·~·

.

i

Political Science 403
-The U.S. in World Affairs . ·

i

!

..

~···················~················

\

.•

.•
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Seabrook

•

reach over

•i

~~~tinued from page 1
·· PSC District Manager Rae
Thompson said,. "The plant is
· gofo.g tob-e biiilt--water Is a "mfoor
problem. The work has not been
stopped, it is going full tilt."
The plant is scheduled for com: pletion in 1984.
Clamshell Alliance member
<.::atherine Cressy said that she
hought Seabrook's move was
wise because they (the Town of
Seabrook) has to ration water.
"The needs of people are above
the needs of a non-existent
plant,'' Cressy said.
She also said that PSC advertisements stating that Seabrook
will generate more hot water are
"crazy" because it will oply
create a greater need for water.
The PSC has recently begun a
statewide ad campaign financed
by stockholders, to -reinforce the
need for more electricity, and the
lack of an alternate source, according to McKenny.
.
"We don't want to incur ad. ditionat expenses by delay," said
· McKenny. ~arlier, McKenny-has
said that to halt construction
; completely will cost about $15
million a month.
The water is needed primarily
to mix concrete with; and mustmeet certain regulations set by
. the Nuclear Regulatory Com. mission, according to McKenny.

·

•.

•t

10,000 people

it

.

t

..

·

ill

.

+
+

the c}a·88 ads

i

·

•
_ ..A
. .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~

YOUNG'S
REST-AURANT
This Week's Breakfast
Spec·ial
2 Eggs (any style), Toast,
Homefries & Coffee or Tea

99

.

-

Change in Hours
Thurs., Fri., Sat. evenings
\ 7p.m.-la.m.
WOMEN'S STIJDIES -·
Swmner1978
.r.1ay 15-June 3

Orlthia Con!ad

1WR 4-6:30
.

IB 19
Note Several short non-credit <.'OUilleS ~women will be
df-eml by the Division ct Continuing Education this summer.
fu- Further infonnation call DCE 2-2Dl5.

'.Fall 1978
Intro, to Women in lilmlture

1R 24ardW 7-10p.J11. Natasha TC61fuwitz
MCC 218 · Ml..C 319
and Staff
MWF. 11-12
Eli;abeth Hageman

I-fl

].J}

Women's lilea!y Traditions:
New~ W0JIH1 Writm;

Explorations in History:
Sex and POW8'

~ Wom'fl,

ThCo 567-1

campus calendar
TUESDAY, April 11
. HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Naturalism," Philip E. Nicoloff,
Er.glish Deaprtment. Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall,

lla.m.
STIJDENT PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION: Carroll-Belknap
Room, Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Sponsored by
MUSO.
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARTS LECTURE SERIES: "When
This You See, Remember Me," movie on Gertrude Stein.
Room A218, Paul Creative Arts Center, 12:30-2 p .m.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: Fitchburg State (double header),
Brackett Field, 2:30 p.m.
MUSO PRESENTATION: Wildlife photographer and filmmaker Uel Gardner will show the film "Nature's Choice."
Discussion to follow. Strafford Room, Memorial Union,
8p.m.
MUB PUB: Disco, 8 p.m. Sponsored by the Concerned
Gay Organization.

Room, Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Sponsored by
MUSO.
MAKING CONNECTIONS FILM SERIES: "Union Maids,"
a film about women as .organizers in the 1930's. Also
featured will be the film "Blue Collar Capitalism." Forum
Room, "library, 7 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m .
: UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Matchmaker," by Thornton
Wilder. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Dress rehearsal tickets
$1, and by invitation.

- THURSDAY, April 13

~Qfferings

W~in~

~

STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION: Carroll-Belknap

Thurs., Fri., Sat. evenings
All menu items% price

Intro to W~ Writm;

~

WEDNESDAY, April 12

Happy Hour 7-10 p.m.
.

PAGE FIVE=

1R 12:40-2
H> 18

Josephine Donovan

1R 9:40-11
SSC Z15

Judith Silver

Image; of Women in Media
~TR9:40-11

Tracey Weiss

FCAC M316

R:r further information: Womn; Studies Program afice, 19 Murldand, 2-2194

unique 1areer in
PRACTICAL EDlilDEERIDli
far aunique individual
The field of Nuclear Power is one of the keys to our nation's
energy problems. If you are a college Junior or Senior with
at least 1 year of college physics and mathematics through
integral calculus, you may qualify for a rewarding and chal.lenging career in Nuclear Power with unlimited advancement
opportunity and unusually attractive benefits including:
• Training.salary of $14,000; double your salary in 4 years
• Free medical, dental care
• 30 days paid vacation annually
• Financed graduate program available
• Excellent retirement plan
• Free vacation travel available
• Immediate college scholarships · available
Send resume; call or write for full information to:

NUCLEAR POWER MANAGER
575 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 021 39

(617) 223-6216

A .DAY FOR PROGRESSIVE OR"t;ANIZA TIONS: Lee; tures, workshops, films, and slide shows bv more than eight
•of the_pro_gressive student organizations in the ~eacoast Area
Carroll-Belknap, Senate-Merrimack Rooms, Memorial
Union, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT COLLOQUIUM: "Russian
Psychology after the Revolution and its Significance for
American Psychology," Stephen Toulmin, professor of
Social Thought and Psychology, University of Chicago.
Fo~um Room, Library 12:40-2 p.m. Co-sponsored by the
Psychology and Philosophy Departments.
·
MEN'S BASEBALL: Northeastern, Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
SEMINAR: "Baltic Brackish Water Biology," Dr. Bjorn
Ganning, zoologist from the University of Stockholm and
visiting researcher at Jackson Estuarine Laboratory. Room
1925, Elliott Alumni Center, at 3 p.m. Sponsored by
Botany Department/Jackson Estuarine Laboratory/UNH
Marine Programs.
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "California Reich/ldi Amin Dada,"
directed by Walter F. Parkes and Keith F. Critchlow/
Barbet Schroeder. Strafford Room, Memorial Union. Two
- shows: 7 and 10 p.m. Admission 75c or MUSO Film Pass.
PROGRAM BY THE NEW ALCHEMY INSTITUTE: Slide
shows and discussions on alternate energy and food
r• ''>ources; . s~lar energy, windpower, aquaculture, etc.
Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
SYMPOSIUM ON SCIENCE & THE LIBERAL ARTS:
Keynote· address, "Sdence and the Liberal Arts: Transcending the Two-Cultures Barrier in Higher Education,"
Stephen Toulmin, professor of Social Thought and Philosophy, University of Chicago. Berkshire Room, New
England Center, 8 p.m. Sponsored by the Col1ege of
Liberal Arts and the office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. Continues on Friday, April 14.
t.JNIVEltSlTY THEATER:-;'The Matchmaker," by Thornton
Wilder. -~UNH students/senior citizens/military $2.50;
general admission $3.
MUB PUB: First Impulse, jazz combo, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, April 14
NATIONAL GAY BLUE JEANS DAY. Coffeehouse in the
Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m.
SYMPOSIUM ON SCIENCE & THE LIBERAL ARTS:
"A Scientist Looks at Science: Its Threat and Its Promise,"
Harlyn 0. Halvorson, director of Rosenstiel Medical
, Sciences Research, Brandeis University. And, "Men and
Machinery," Elting Morison, professor emeritus ot History,
MIT. Berkshire Room, New England Center, 2:30 p.rn.
ir..and 8 p.m., respectively.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial Union
building, Durham. N.H. 03824. Business office Rm. 108. Business hours
Tuesday, Thursday, 1-3 p.m. and Wednesday. Friday 9-2 p.m. Deadlines
for ads for Tuesday's publication, Friday at 2 p.m. and I<~riday·s
.publication, Wed1tesday at 2 p.m. Yearly subscription $9.00 Second Class ·
postage paid at Durham, N.H. Total numbers 01 copies prmtea 10,arn1
at Castle Publication, Plaistow. N.H.
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•
notices
GENERAL

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

COUNSELING AND TESTING WORKSHOP: "Managing
Personal Stress and Crisis," by Bob Congdon. Wednesday,
April 12, Personal Development Mini Dorm no. 7,
from 7:30-9 :30 p.m.

SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Meeting, Wednesday,
April 12, Grafton Room, Memorial Union, at 5 p.m.

ACADEMIC
PH.D. THESIS DEFENSE: By Martha ' Louise Hunt.
Friday, April 21, Room 310, Kingsbury Hall, at 2 p.m.
Sponsored by the Department of Math and Computer
Sciences.
CHANGES IN PHILOSOPHY COURSE OFFERINGS:
For semester I. 1978-79, Philosophy 710, Philosophy of
Religion, has been CANCELLED; Philosophy 571, Medieval Philosophy, will meet TR 3:30-5:00 instead of the
originally scheduled time. Medieval Philosophy will ·
be taught by Professor Brockelman.
FILM: ·'How to Say No to a Rapist and Survive."
Thursday. April 13, Academic Mini Dorm, at 7 p.m.
Free refreshments; discussion after the movie )ed by
Dr. Andrea Lindel. Sponsored by the Academic Mini
Dorm .

CAREER
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Series 4, Module e;
The Job Hunt. Thursday, April 13, Hillsborough Room,
Memorial Union, 2-3:30p.m.
INTERVIEWiNG .TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Video .
tape, lecture, and discussion on the "ins-and-outs" of
the job interview. ' Career Pbnning and Placement,
203 Huddleston, Thursday, April 13, at ti:30 p.m.

'*#*******************************'
.. * '
**
**
!
Cool-Aid is a hot-line,
~
!* drop-in center located
!*

INTEGRITY CLUB MEETING: "Healing Currents."
Tuesday, April 11, Room 19, Hamilton-Smith Hall,
from 8-9 p.m. Everyone welcome.

£

!
!*
!*
***

ALPHA ZETA COOKOUT/IN: Wednesday, April 12;
Spinney Lane, at 6:30 p.m. Initiation of new members
and elections of next year's officers. Bring $2.50 for
the supper and $25 membership fee. Directions printed
out in the MUB 's Programming Office, or call Sarah,
at 868-2833.
I

ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday, April 11, I'
Room 202, Kendall Hall, at 7 p.m. All exhibitors in the
Little Royal Livestock Show are encouraged to attend
this meeting for additional information and to discuss1
publicity plans. Please bring markers and colored
pencils to make posters to advertise the Little Royal.

across from Stoke in the
basement of
Schofield House or at
2-2293.

£
~

!*
!*
***

~~*******************************1f

WELL-BEING CLUB: Organizational meeting, Thursday,'
April 13, Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m.
To discuss upcoming lecture, plan for next semester,
and talk about topics of interest.
~

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION: Introductory lecture on the TM technique and the TM-f-.dhis, Wednesday, April 12, Room 139, Hamilton-Smith Hall, at
7:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome to attend this first
step in the TM Program.

Because of an increase in the volume of no.tices , The New Hamps'i'tire will print-each item
only once on the date closest to the event. Please submit notice/calendar information to the
Administration off~ce, Room 32~, Memorial Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and
4 P·!Il· Thursday for the followmg Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omlssiori.1 should
be directed to T~e New H_ampshire staff. ·
--

APRIL 2l, Frid~y, 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
APRIL 22, Saturday, 11 a.m.-4 p.m .
Strafford Room, MUB

.................

NATIONAL GAY
BLUE JEANS DAY
This friday, April 14
All those supportive of gay issues
will wear blue jeans on this day.

WORLD EXPEDITION
• 18 MOS .. 65 FT. SCHOONER.
• CO-ED CREW MEMBERS NEEDED
• TO SHARE EXPENSES. NO .
• . EXPr.:RIENCE NECESSARY
$9.200 each . Depart Nov. 2. 1978
Join: Herb&Doris.Smith ·
•
P .O. BOX !!4
PORTSMOUTH. N.H. 03801
•
.
•
( 204 J 6-14-86!! I

•
:

·
•

+

t

,.

..................

TOUR A WORLD OF EXHIBITS!

•
•
•

Events scheduled on the hour:
•Slide Shows by UNH Faculty
•Japanese Tea Ceremony
•Fashion Show
•Native Music
•International Snack~
(donated by International Women's Club)
•Spanish Cooking Demou~txation

Volunteer
Summer Progtafn

DISCO

JUrt~ 2~ - Augu~t

Tonight8 pm
MUB PUB
Unhurried.
Quiet.
Crepes.
Lasagna.
Intimate.
Chicken Divan.
Quiches.

Yes!
In
Newmarket!
Lobster Pie.
Unique.
Teriyaki Beef Kebab.
Saltimbocca a la Romana.
Relaxing lounge.
Salads.
Unusual lunches,
.
11 :30 - 2 daily
Vegetarian
Specials.
Oinner 5 - 9
Sun. - Thurs.,
5-10
Sat. and
Sun.

13, 1978

The program combines Christian
community living experience
with volunteer service to the
poor. The program is open t<
single Catholic men, 18-30 yean
of age. Write or call Jim .
Robichaud, OMI, 100 Cushmg St.
Cambridge, MA., 02138
<Tel: 617-868-3740)

FRIDAY Lunch: "International Sour" Day at
the MUB Cafeteria
SATURDAY Night: International Dinner
FRIDAY & SATURDAY: Special Menu in
University Dining Halls

.................................. .

WHITEHOUSE
OPTICIANS. INC.
·Dover Drug B.uilding
6 Broadway
Dover, N. H.
Tel. 742-17 44
8:30-5; Closed Wed.
Rx PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED QR. DUPLICATED
WEATHER INSTRUMENTS
SUNGLASSES BINOCU!-ARS

•...

.;,

•
•

University Dining Halls

J

· OPEN
SUPERVISOR
JOB
AVAILABLE

i
::

For Workstudy Student
During 78-79
Academic Year.

:

i••
•
:i

•i
:
•i

-n-ly•a•n•h•o--u-rf•o•r-lu·n-ch•?• •
That's all the time
:
you need for a cut,
t
style and blowdry at I :
...~--.-.-.-• :

• Job responsibilities include:

lamprey
tavern
and
restaurant
·

164 main st.
newmarket n.h.

• Joung~ open until legal closing

, \.,)\

member. _newmarket 9eTV!Ce cll•b

!

•i
•i

t

i•

•:
:
••
•
:

+
.:
Hiring employees, scheduling hours, :
· ! making out payrolls, and inventory :
control. Great experience for future :
t job reference~ To apply pick up an :
i application in the area III office on :
·

·!

Hours
on.-Sat. 9-5:30
burs. Eve till 8

29 Main St. ,
Durham
PHONE 868-7051

i
i Hall, or call 862-1875. Deadline for

: first floor, B-Tower, Christensen

t

•............................... JS

: applicants is April 18, 1978.
~
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PAGE EIGHT

~

i
:

t

•

··~·~·~·~·~·~········

PANORAMIC

·~ .·

lllll

POSTER

17'' x 22"

A detailed aerial view of the
DURHAM CAMPUS
in COlOr

t
t

••

f

Amea~ngfulsouven~

•·
:
•

For Decor
For Reference
For Graduatjon
For Gift Giving
For just.. . $2.UU

i

•

••f

.
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I:M~~men tryin':Ylli~: ~~r~nge S~~~~=r::~in c1ark's
••

t continued from page 3
: is the reason we chose this film,"

•

said Durel.

• The film portrays the
t stereotypes males are faced with
· 1·IVeS are a ffec tect
: an d hOW th e1r

8

!~~~~~-~~~~-~---~--~~-~~~~
•

i
i

••
:
•

UNH BOOKSTORE

i
i

•

~

Connecticut Mutual Life
•

1NSuuNCE cOMPANI'

The Blue Chip Company, Since 1846

Paul B. Allen

............. .............. .____________________..
864~141
·~·

48 Bellamy Road
Dover, New Hampshire 03820
Telephone: 742-1642

''

·
t"
.__,<1.-.<•41111'9'r~~~~>4llllM>4!mlMMm9C._.,,_,.~,,....~~

·

:

-..,

10 8

Please compare
before you buy your
Life Insurance.

•
.

: A University owned non-profit facility
+
Located on cam pus to derve you
Hewitt Hall
:

i

"First of all we have to acknowledge the existence of ster- .
eotypes ana then we can deal
with them," she said.
The third facet of their
program will be a "Power Work-·

:ui
- el

M USO
· p resents

..............._..._..~,,_,..~

'

I

II
_

According to Evans, in the past
it has not been acceptable for
women to be powerful. "Power
is the ability to influence. It is
a very positive element and
something that should be learned
as a skill, because without the
ability· to influence people you
can't bring about action."
Diefendorf has been approaching·the same problem, the ·
barriers women face, from the
perspective of faculty-student
communication. She has been
gathering information from
women faculty and students concerniilg how to provide a more
supportire academic atmospheret
for "the bright woman on the
UNH campus_.''
"We have beeh discussing the
internal and external barriers
women face (in pursuing
careers)," ~aid Diefend?rf. Internal barriers, she said, are
0

~discrimination
:i~~~~~ingb:~~ie~t:re~~~~!e
and child care

Gardner ' '1£T1·tdl1·fe
photographer
••

prohlems_.

'

I
I

psychology class. The workshop
will be studying power as an
ability to influence and a skill to
be learned, rather than as it is
usually thought of, as negative
and manipulative.

He was a ph~tographer for the NH fish and game
department for twenty years. He has made over SO
films on a variety of subjects and has also
produced documentaries of news films for channel 11

Diefendorf plans two more
1neetings with students, staff,
and faculty this month before
making her final program recommendations to the Dean of
Students·umce.
·

·
Date: April 11
Place: Str?fford Room, MUB
Time: 8:00

J

.

--• -.ca._..~~~•41111•0...cH!llmH>.-.c•~,~·~·._..,._.,,~~,~t4llllllMa.._9Uict._~,~

She plans to propose several
panel discussion groups for next
year covering such topics as
women in government, women in
science, the possibilities of
flexible work hours, and time
sharing, child care problems and
dual-career families.
·

WORK STUDY
JOBS
AVAILABLE
September 1978
for the academic year
Student Activities, Memorial Union

INFORMATION CENTER
RECEPTIONISTS
STUDENT SECRETARIES
See: Pat Winzeler, Administration Administration Office, MUB

GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATOR'S
ASSISTANT
See: Denise Brown, Room 309
across from Administration Office, MUB

Apply by Tuesday,
April 18
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Bennie, an army veteran
with a service disability,
has hi!> life complicated
further by multiple
sclerosis. He and his wife
were without money,
friends, job prospects. We
helped him, over many
months, to get his full VA
benefits. And now, when
he needs us, we make
home visits.
There's nothing very
unusual about this Red
Cross story.
It's the kind of job we do
every day. Which is why we
need your support more
than ever. Help us. Because the things we do
really help. In your own
neighborhood. And
across America. And the
world.

.•

The Blue Chip Company
·
since 1846

Phone:
PAULB.ALLEN

······•••++••····~···············

.:

.

:

DE PA RTM ENT 0F THE ART S

•

+

- ANNOUNCES

:

PREREGISTRATION DAY

t

:ART MAJORS:.

8:30 AM - 4 :00 PM

•

ROOM A201~ PCAC (ART.OFFICE)

:

¥OU MUST BRING YOUR SIGNED

:

PREREGISTRATION FORM,

I

6: 00-8: 00

NOTE

•t ·

FRANKLIN ·
THEATR·E ·

ii+,

•:1
•
••

Tues., Wed.

:

''Dersu Uzala''

:

... best foreign film of the year! ·
In Russian with En lish subtitles.
Thurs, Fri
April 1 a, 14

6:30 & 8:55
Al Pacino

STRAFFORD ROOM
MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING

'Dog Day Afternoon'

:

. .•u·s------------------11~
at, Sun
April 1 n. 1()

IT Is NOT NECESSARY TO SIGN up:

:DEPARTMENT.

~-

April 11,12
6:30 &8:30

•

ii

PM

•:!. : .

:

Manchester 623-7236
.: I
t -.u:s:::::i~a:.s::::::::::::=:::::::::c:c:::::::s:::::::::~~:::11

:;

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 1978

•

W. JOHN LEVERIDGE-.CLU

6:ao & 8:50
Walt Disney

:FOR ART HI STORY COURSES WI TH THE ART :

Red Cross. The Coocl

UNH'~

Dover 742-1642

NON ART MAJORS:

\\\?'re
counting on
you.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE

WRITE: <enclose full details as to your skills and experience ) Kathy Singer. Counselor
Placement.105Fairview Avenue, Port Washington,N.Y . 11050.

•
counted •
onus.
••
Bennie
Ward

PAGE NINE

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
for Faculty. Graduatt> ~!udenls and Undergraduates
!rnin:mum--2 years college>
~group of 10 long established camps located in the Adirondacks. N.Y .. Berkshires.
Corm. & Mass., and Maine comprising Boys. Girls, Brother-Sisler, and Co-Ed camps-·
have openings for qualified counselors in the following areas:
1J All Team Sports and Individual Athletic Activities !including Gymnastics. Riflery
Archery. Fencing. elcJ.
2) Waterfront Skills (WSI. Smallcrafts, Waterskiing. Scuba>
:3) Pioneering & Tripping (Canoe Trips, Mountairy.Climbing. Overnights)
4) Administrative Skills--Head Counselors, Group Leaders. Program Assistants. Office
Personnel
5> Arts and Crafts
6> Drama !Theatre Director. Teohnica! Assistant, Piano Accompanist for musicals >
7 >General Counselors for younger campers.
One application will reach all 10 Directors. Salaries are commeHsurate with experience
and skills.

:

•
•

---------~ , : Please direct any questions to the Art
: Department, A201, PCAC, Telephone:

'Pete's Dra

•
•

on~

Coming ...

:
862-2190:

''Julia''

,................................1.

FOOD SERVICE
WORKERS

wanted:
for next academic year
starting September
work! study & ·
non work! study

Apply Wednesday, April 12 between 3&5 p. m.
MUB CAFETERIA
Or contact Scott Migala

at 862-2483
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editorial----Thomson has set the ·tone, unfortunately
It's easy to capture the tcne of four years at the
University of New Hampshire. It all revolves
around Gov. Meldrirn Thomson.
·
In no other institution of learnfog is a political
figure more dominant than at the Granite State's
public University. Be it a tuition increases, 24hour visitation or the power of the trustees, the
governor always has something to say. It's an unfortunate situation.
The controversial governor would be much better off for hmtroubles if he kept his mouth sl)ut
when it comes to the University. Because he
doesn't keep it shut often enough, his buddy at the
Manchester Union Leader, publisher William
Loeb, has the power to twist all University business and spread it all across the state.
In all seriousness, what right does the governor
have to. call University dormitories statesanctioned whore houses? That's the term Thomson used when several hard working, conscientious students came up with a viable 24-hour
visitation policy for dormitories three years ago.
Once that phrase was spread all over the state,

there wasn't -much the University could do but
turn the plan down. It's too -bad the governor can't
realize that 18-22-year-old people are usually considered adults.
What right does the governor have to try and
strip the trustees of their power to raise tuition?
After all, does the governor think he knows more
about the financial situation at the University than
the Board of Trustees? He is a member of the
board, but he never seems to attend its meetings
unless he has something he really wants. He would
show a lot more class if he let the people in the
education business take care of the University.
Granted, the governor has control over the
state. We~ve lamented that fact enough over the ..
past year. But why should o'ne man and one
. newspaper publisher have a noose around the
necks of the administrators of the University?
Thomson cost former UNH President Thomas
·Bonner his job four years ago. The reason for
' Bonner leaving was simple -- Bonner spoke his
mind. The governor arid his conservative pals
didn't agree, so Bonner had to go -- plain and sirn-

pie.
We almost saw the same thing happen this year
with Boston Globe journalist Jack Thomas.
Thomas, who teaches part-time at the University,
wrote a column blasting the Granite State. He
wrote what he felt. That's no good under the
Republican regime in ·Concord. Thomson didn't
like what the man from Massachusetts had to say,
so it had to cost him his job. Luckily, smarter persons prevailed.
We sincerely hope this all will change after next
November. Perhaps we'll have a new man in control by then, and the state can regain a little sanity
and the respect of its neighbors.
Gov. Thomson has been interesting, to say the
least. But that's unfortunate in itself. When a
University can't really breathe because it fears
executive reprisal, something is wrong.

It sure would be nice to spend some time in a
place where the thinkers don't have to fear for
their livelihood. That place is not Gov. Meldrirn
Thomson's New Hampshire. Luckily, we made it
despite him.

fhanks, and good luck
A new staff takes over the responsibilities at
The New Hampshire today and we wish the new
members the best of luck.
Over the past year, we've been involved in
some interesting issues, and we have to thank our
readers for making it all possible.
We could go down the ltst of staff memuti::. and
thank them all for their contributions both large
and small. But those who are involved know what
this year has meant. The satisfaction. is mostly
personal.
But it's never the wrong time . to thank the
people who· use the product, and who actually
make it better and better.
For a while, it seemed the hottest issue on campus was the alleged sexism in The New Hampsl-1ire's cartoon section. We realize -that if the cartoon .section of the paper caused the most c~ntro-

versy and uproar, then we either missed our
calling, Or We did something
righ~ an-cl the-re JS
little to cornplairt about
We like to think we did something right. After
all, when we made mistakes, we heard about
them. But when we did something positive, we
abo heard aboul: ii:. Whether it took the farrn of

letters to the editor or general comments passed
around the bar, from what we heard we feel we
have served the readers of the University to the
best of our ability.
Today, a new group starts all over again. And
without the interest of the readers, their efforts
will be in vain.
Ther~ will be more issues in New Hampshire
news this year. There is a gubernatorial election
corning up in the fall, and ~hat always promises to
be entertaining. Tuition will probably go up

letters·----------Progress
To the Editor :
I am a NH resident, as are many
of us at UNH. Part of our education

the

here is to be.come exposed to the
political actlvit'ies of 'the · 70's. -New
tl6rizons, · a day tor progressive organizations will take place in the MUB,
April 13. This is an opportunity for
students to listen and to talk with
members of various organizations or
just drop in to pick up literature.
Some organizations present will be
SANE, Women 's Center, Food_- Co-op,

new -.
hampshire·
,

'·

Editorial ·
Assistant Su.e Nickerson
Staff
Reporters

Reporters

Rosalie H. Davi$
Jane Gibson
Sue Hertz
Lee Hunsaker
Mike Kelly
Tom Lynch
Mark.Pridham
Jayne Sears
Matt Vita

uo6,u!V'J 1e61...10!1/\j
·Ginny Maytum
Chris Dobbrow
Ted Pease
Diane Breda
Paul Keegan
Barbara Scott
Artlllman

Women for Higher Education, Concerned
Gays, Concerned Citizens for Non-Sexist Media, Cool-Aid, and the Civil Liberties Union.
I encourage everyon~ to. drop by between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. in the CarrollBelknap Room of the MUB. There~
are schedules ·of ·events posted to inform you of specific times when the
01;-ganiz_ations will be presenting either•
Ea1tor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager
News Editors
Sports Editor
Arts Editor
Photo Editor

Janice T. Bourque ·
Glenn Wallace
Photographers Jerry Naples
Alan Silverman
Thomas Blackadar
Larry Lindquist
Productions Associates
George Schwartz
Brenda Coopermar Circulation Manager
Lee Hunsaker
Advertising Manager
Jim Kaklama).lOS
Nick Novick
Tom Varley
Advertising Associates

Greg Mcisaac
Copy Editor
Holly Dunn
Fred Carter
Steven Ericson
Copy Reader.~ Bonnie Bethune
Lavonne Brown
Debby Gaul
Karen Ghioto
Julia Hanks
Nancy Loeb
Laura Locke
Sharon McCabe
Barbara Malone
Barbara Malone
Dott Mattot
Nancy Olshan
Gerry Miles
Cathy Padham
Judi Paradis
· Lisa Gorey
Barbara Polichetti
Claudia Nesmith
Barbara Walsh
.
Brendan DuBois
Sue Movsesian Productions Staff Debbie Bosse
Karen Freidman

Typists

Chery! Portaluppi
Kathy Simons ·
Betsy Strong
Catherine Tully
Deidre Hamrock
Karen Lincoln
Jim Elsesser

again, and there will certainly be action and reaction corning up soon.
Lawsuits filed against the University will come
to the decision point soon and Student Government will be changing over completely within the
next three months.
All in all, it promises to be fun. While so~e of
u·s go back to being students for . the next three
weeks, we hope the readers don't forget that the
new staff members need them now more than
ever. Mistakes are bound to be made, as is always
the case when something new is started. Comments,
criticism and help will be the bywords for the near
future.
·
,.,..,.
So again, thanks for sticking with us through
the comic controversy, the Kolodny case and the
Seduction of Man, Part I. We hope to see you
again soon ... as civilians.

Somewhere among your many faces,
a film, workshop or discussion. Check
someone needs. you to carry out your
them out!
Paula Herbert part! So - please do your very own
"Death Defying Act" and prove again
that a UNH and Durham blood drive
is "the Greatest.Show on Earth!"
For who knows more than you that
this show must go on!
Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross Ringmaster

Circus

To the Editor :
Dear Performers:
C-6me one! Come all! To "The
<ireatest show on Earth" presented
by vour Durham Red Cross and
starring a renowned company of you
and your unique skills!
This spectacular is coming by popular demand, on April 17-18-19-20 when
our bloodmobile will set up under
our "Big top" from 10 a .m. to 3 p.m .
·each day at the MUB !
Since Spring and circuses are
. synonymous, and UNH's and Durham's,
amazing performances would put the
Barnum and Bailey tradition to
shame, it seems appropriate to join
to two into our theme!

Parking

To the Editor :
I am a senior resident student living
in Area III and throughout my four
hears here at UNH I have never seen
so much injustice as I have seen at
the hands of the UNH Traffic Bureau
this year.
Last year, I parked legally in
Area III an~ I did not once recef ve_ a

Tom Asacker
Majorie Fedel!
Adria-Ann WiUis
Dianne Boutwell
Sally Easter
Jeanette Engle
Caren Feldstein
Monica Labrie
Laura Mclean
Linda Thayer
Becky Thompson
Sue Wessels

Accounts Manager

Robert Spear

Billing Secretary

Debbie Basse

Uw Hew Ham,,.hire lftepts. an ~ to UM...._ L..
' I .-tlilll
-. tt·lt

wintl tbem .._.... alJon, but caDnlt •
letter.
. .

~

All letten IDUlt be typed. double..._.... ..ad a ma. .
t' IA
d
order to be printed, All letters are subjectte minol"~ PIMl S ,, '
on lett.en me~ editor's. ·
~"
·
Mail lettssto: .'ftlie.Editor, The New HantJMltire, Room 151, ~;
. ·-UJlim BuiJdinl.·UNH. Dlli'bam, N.~. a.mt.
.
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parking violation, or at any' time find 1t during the recent coffee hours which
difficult to get a parking space. This featured
a
New
Hampshire
MOTHER'S DAY IS COMING!
year, I have been handed three parking Democratic Party Senator and the
tickets (all for illegal overnight parking) New Hampshire first congressional
and I live in constant fear of losing district representative, also a Demomy space if I should decide to move crat. The content of the letter disturbs
my car. I have watched countless cars me because it says that the Student
A contribution to CARE in your
mother's name, or any woman dear
drive frantically up and down through Government and MUSO paid some of
to you, will help send vital aid
lots E and El, searching in vain for the publicity charges for this partisan
to needy mothers and their families
a place to park late in the evening. Democrat Party sideshow.
in developing countries.
In the Oct. 11 issue of The New
Specifically, ·1 am disturbed 'a t the
Hampshire, UNH Police Lt. John B. possibility that the money used by
Food •.• Rural self-help projects
lrv.ing openly admitted that, "We MUSO to publicize this ~vent could
..• Community health programs
register a lot more cars than we have
Hope for a brighter future.
come from Memorial Union fees,
spaces." Irving said also that of their have
a mandatory type of tax which is paid
violations (an average of 100 cars per by all members of the student body
CARE
day have been ticketed) 33 percent of regardless of their political persuaprovides a special Mother's Day
the -violations are for unregistered ve- sion. I hope it is clear that I am not accard which will be mailed to you
hicles and the rest are for parking cusing Kaklamanos or Ian Wilson of
or any woman you choose informing
violations.
any irregularities. I am sure that the
her of your very special tribute.
For two years, I patiently waited mv both of them realize how disgraceful it
tY!'n to be allowed the privilege of would be if mandatory student fees
Send your donation, with this
parking on-campus, and I did not, like were used to promo~e a partisan
order form, to :
many people I know, lie, cheat, and
event by an obviously par- .
con, my way into obtaining a parking political
CARE
tisan political group.
sticker before I was eligible.
New England Regional Office
Now that I have waited my turn and
I trust that -the proper- people who
581 Boylston Street
paid my registration fees, I find myself see this letter will investigate thisBoston, Mass. 02116
being cheated out of parking spaces serious matter at once. I realize it
that I feel that I have a right to. could be possible that my fears are
The admitted fault of over-registering groundless and I certainly hope that
by the UNH Traffic.Bureau-cracy this they are. Nonetheless, 1 also call upon
Please send CARE food or other aid to needy mothers and their children overseas, in
O honor of:
year, lazy commuters and unregistered Mr. Kaklamanos to address himself to
visitors are robbing those resident this matter with a letter To the Editor
O memory of:
students who belong in lots E and El
so we can all read what he has to say.
of their parking spaces. Consequently,
Zip
City
State
Name
Address
Sincerely,
both get ticketed. I see a gross inGregory Ellis
justice in fining those of us who belong
here and can find no place to park
because others are occupying our spaces
illegally.
I am told, when I try to appeal a
ticket for these reasons, that "A-lot
is open". Well so it may be, but from
my brief experience as a student senator
_ _ Back tome
_ _ Direct to mother(s)
Please send CARE-Mother's Day cards
for Area III, I realize that i>eople in
this area are paying through their room
and board fees for the previous conSigned this way - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - struction and upkeep of both lots E
and El. If I am absorbing the cost
AMOUNT ENCLOSED $ _ _ _ __
of construction and paying for the upkeep of these lots as well as paying
MY NAME AND ADDRESS IS:
my registration fee, doesn't that give
Letter
to
the
Editor:
me some right to the use of these
I would like to say how happy I
lots over and above those students
address
am lo have had the opportunity to
simply paying a registration fee'?
Unlike the procedings in any other I live in Philosophy House, because it
c ty
normal system of justice in the US, looks like other students won't ever
I
am
one
of
have
this
opportunity.
zp
state
traffic violations at the University
of New Hampshire are not appealed the people who moved into Philosophy
by any fair and impai:_tial court of law . House more because I needed a place
Instead, one's written request (you are to live than for any other reason .
not granted personal audience) for Philosophy House became a living and
appeal is reviewed by the Traffic learning environment in which people
Bureau , the same organization that were stim•dated to think creatively, came to snare their ideas until the wee
levied the ticket in the first place. be aware of new and different perspec- hours of the next morning. We were
One's request can be denied without tives on life, and share ideas with other able to share the idea with others that
further explanation, and from there, people. As I lived here, I found myself you can learn and grow from being
there is nothing else a violator can do. becoming more and more involved in receptive to new ideas. It is unforOne can not appeal the ticket to a the programming and the direction tunate that the first annual Bullshit
Marathon is probably going to be the
court of law to correct the injustice ; of the House .
Philosophy House means a lot ot: ciii- last. Philosophy House is also the first
you must either pay, or else you simply
to set the groundwork for starwill net be allowed to register for the ferent things to me. It means knowing dorm
tol1owmg semester.Ur, 1r as in my ca::.t:, ju::.t dWUl cvc1y pc:a;:,on in an unuoual ting <1 I Ttnpi<1n c;n<'iP.tY. here at UNH,
We
are
the first group of people to exyou are a senior, the University with- religious group on campus. It means
holds your transcripts and diploma until investigating into the beliefs and life- plore philosophical approaches to
you do pay. Admittedly, this practice styles that result from different re- death, and share our feelings about
is one sure way of getting money for ligious values and ethics, and approaches what it means to die. I feel like I could
the University, but it also allows Uni- to decision making. Philosophy House go on forever talking about the things
versity officers, administrators, and is a place where new ideas can be we did here.
officials to be as unjust and dictatorial incorporated into our own value
Most of all, Philosophy House is the
as they wish, . and get away with. it. systems, and thus, we are the first people who made things happen. We
It seems somehow wrong to me, that dorm to start a new religion. Lukism is enjoyed each other's company and
of all institutions, a University should a belief in loving life and getting as shared i>,Jllle of the sadness. Maybe we
operate in this manner. The bureau- much enjoyment and satisfaction weren't a bunch of pie-in-the-sky weircracy as it exists now, does not allow trom the things you do as possible. The dos wearing togas and laurel wreaths
for fighting an issue simply on the religion features commandments such in our hair, and that is why Philosophy
principal of the matter. The Univer- as "People who _dqn't enjoy hfe House isn 't going to be here next year.
sity encourages selling out. "Pay the shouldn't be alive" and "Thou shalt be I think that each and every one of us
fine, and keep your nose clean- ·it's \ missing a few marbles, but not too learned something from this experieneasier for everybody that way." It many". Lukism holds something over ce that will give us a new perspective
Hewitt Hall
seems to me that a University should every other religion in that it is meant towards life in the years to come. My
have higher standards than this. I to add a new dimension to one's life, hope is that next year, when those of us
862-2141
have always ideally pictured a Uni- · and not .to replace other beliefs. Con- who live here are scattered four seeds
versity as emulatmg high standards of version is not a requirement to ·"to the wind, each of us will have
education and justice, but it certainly become a Lukite.
A University owned non-profit facility
. something special to share with the
is not doing this when it acts in this
The first annual Bullshit Marathon
located on campus to serve you
manner. All I can say is that it's in Philosophy House was a smashing . _peopl~ w~ Ill!.et . .
a hell of a way to be running an success. People from all over campus
Karen Lindsay
institution that's supposed to be turnirig
out leaders of the future ... a hell of
a way to be running it.
Rick Austin.

Philosophy

·u NH BOOKSTORE

Colorful

SPRINGTIME.
TOTE BAGS

Solid colors with contrasting straps
personalized for you

Up to 3 initials at no charge
2sizes $10.00 and $11.00

UNH BOOKSTORE

~~ ~
~~O~
.

Kaklamanos·
To the Editor:
Over the past few weeks, I ·have
noticed several letters in The New
Hampshire from an<la couple of pictures of someone named Jim
Kaklamanos, who has identified himself as a state represenative and as a
representative of a group of student
Democrat Party members here on the
UNH c_ampus.
Aside from appearing to be a
publicity · hound and giving us the
liberal line on a number of issues, Mr.
Kaklamanos has had nothing
memorable to say. However, his latest
letter to The New Hampshire
edition printed April 4, leaves me with
some questions. In the letter,
Kaklamanos thanked various groups
and .individuals for their cooperation

SPEND FALL 1978
in
-.,~~ MADRID or FLORENCE
~
with
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

* Variety of courses offered.
* Financial aid available.
* No language prerequisites.
· * Ifs not too late - aoolv now.
SUMMER.PROGRAMS IN EUROPE-l~RAEL-KENYA

For more information and Application contact:

SYRACUSE

unlUERSITY

DIVISIOn OP 1nTERnRTIOnRL
PROGRRmS RBRORD

335 Comstock Avenue· Room "N"
Syracuse, New York 13210

Telephone
(315) 423·3471

UniversityTheater
the
MATCHMAI<ER
by Thornton Wiider
directed by
Linda L. Spohn
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
April 13-15 at 8 p.m.
April 20-22 at 8 p.m.
April 19 at 2 p.m.
General: $3.00-$3.50
Student/Military/

Senior: $2.50-$3.00
Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner- Theater
Package Available
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......····

SUMMER CAMP JOBS
.... ·'

Boys Camp in Maine interviewing April 25, 1978
at Career Planning and Placement Offic(3, Huddleston Hall. Looking for individuals interested in
teaching children.
Sign up for interviews now!

...... ···· ······
··········'

..............................

~

:

~

SUMMERJOB INTERVIEWS

•

:
•••
•••
•••
••
•
•

~

for

The Oar House of Portsmouth will be having
Audition Night every Sunday. Any interested
entertainers please contact Dick or Tony at
436-4025.

·+

_..111...,..;;;...-.,..

.
Positions Available:
. Hiking Club Director
.
.Asst. Waterfront Director
. Counselors

••

•Jeff Craig will be on campus for interviews April

: 13, MUB 10-2

.•
•

Call beforehand to set up appointment ·
(603)-352·9447
Camp owned and operated by YMCA

+

COUntecl

onus.

Every Thursday
8-12 P.M .
S.50 off every pizza

beforehand to set up appointment (603)-352- :

:

GUU\ •

NIGHT

\\'ill be responsible for program and supcrns1on of
bovs and girls, 7-15 knowledge of sports skills, camp
cr~ft skills, hiking, canoeing, sailing, teenis, human
• relations, nature lore, and archery arc desirable.
: PREREQUISITE: desire and enjoyment to work with
• youth

:
•

1:

:
·•

327 acres of field and woodland

+ Call

seafood· st~,spirits

:

Camp TaKodah, located on
~._~J
Cass Lake, Richmond, N.H.~
'

:
•

The rampaging typhoon
that smashed Guam on
f'ltay 22, 1976 isn't on the
front pages anymore. But
it will be a long time before
the people of Guam forget
it And it will be a long time
before Red Cross forgets it
Because we were there, too.
Believe it or not, Guam
was only one of 30,000
disasters in the last 12
months Where we were
called on for major help.
Which is the reason our
disaster funds are disastrously low. And an important reason why we need
your continued support.
Help us. Because the
things we do really help. In
your own neighborhood.
And across America .
And the world .

..··

••
+

: •

: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .4i

Durham House of Pizza
next to Shop & Save
Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 11 A.M.-12 P.M.
Fri.-Sat. 11 A.M.-1 AM.

~

ltecl Cross. The Coocl Neighi.or.

classified ads
Need RELIABLE transportation'? AirConditioned Bonneville, Auto, p.s., p.o., runs
like a charm and looks govd too! Wen maintained 1966. Mist green with Vinyl top. Only
$600. Call Jim <2071'.!1>3-5573.4/ 1~

23'' kurospor! 10 -Speed. -f>erfecTcon<lition ,
New last Fall. Many options included . Must
sell. $100. Call Kathv 868-2872. Please ..:all
Must sell immediately! 1969 Ramb.Jer 4-Doo.r
before
10 p.m . 4/ 18 •
Manual Tranmission . Good runmng condition very dependable, Some rust. Asking
1972
SuzukiGTi5l5J.ExC:ef1enT-COiid1Cion,
~· Call 749-0618 evemngs.
1971 TriumpthTR6 -ma1:00r1: ·coti-vt. 4 ·spd .
Faring. Windshield, Sissy Bar, Trunk, Saddle
1973. DATSUN SPORTS COUPE , STANmechanicallv excellent. immaculate interBags. Leg Guards. Air Horns. extra wheel
DAND TRANSMISSION . RUNS WELL.
ior. some rust (will fix'· buying a 2110 z. net•d
and tire, more . $1195.00 or Best Offer.
NEEDS BODY WORK. CALL EVENINGS
the. cash. best or
603-659-5734 after 6:00 p.m . 4/ 111
. ' ; r, Rrck :123 868-9884 4/ 14
431-8999 4/ 25
1973
VW
KO'
J3I
van,
80,000
miles,
new
"66 Chevy Van - factory rebuilt straight 6 c 1ri<'lll<ll Hugs. collector wislws lo scfl. buy
radial snow tires, tape deck, carpeted, runs
JO ooo miles Body ok. Needs brakes , 2 tires .
and <'Xdlilll)!P rugs Prefprablv old . tribal.
well; $2500 or best offer. 742-9529 4/11
$400 or best offer. Call David at 742-6493
;ill wool eons truetrnn. ('all <'Yeni11gs or 11·cck.
1·11Cb ~.J( ;·Hl !ICI . 4r2!1
nites . 4 / 1.8"----~---,---;;---:--.---.
1974 Vega. :12.uoo miles . engine in good condi1971 Peugeot 304 4-door sedan, front wheel
tion. a little rust on one door. asking $900.
1!167
(;ihson
ES
:1:i:i
Ell'elric
(;uit:1r
. $'.!25 .IJ(J
drive. 4 speed, new battery. 2 studded radial
hut will negotiate. Call 2-ll ·t:3 and ask for
< ';rll 1.i2-::m1 -1111
snow tires. mce interior, runs well, needs
Bella lli! ___ ___ ____ __ _ . _
muffler and some body work for inspection.
f-'uppil'S fret• IO )!OOd rcsponsi6Je hOITll' . i-'art
Need $ fast so am selling for only $250. Call
1970 Chevelle 2-door hardtop. 75.UO original
.\irt'clall'. S~ . Hc•rnard. Call Kim or Jackie>
!lGll-7300 4/14
miles. New exhaust svstem. New snow tires .
;ii
HfiR-2:i!J-I. Short & llufly haired.
307 automatic, power steering. $350 negotiable
VW Bus, 1976 in excellent condition. 30,000
Call 659-3929. 4721
miles. full service and gas records. Seats
For
Sale>: "7!'> .. Honda CL:lliO in Excellent
seven. Clean. no rust, recent complete overcondition. Used only 2 summers. Gets 60
h<1ul. S~ere{; '.'.?::l fm radio. Radi£L tires uncl
1957 Chrysler Windsor 4 door, good shape.
MP<;
. Moving ncerl quick sale. $650 call Jim
S'.':UWS. Asking $4300. Call Ted at 868-5185.
Excellent running condition. $970.00 or best
c in Hm . 412 Bti8-!l!i22or 2·2281. 4/1 I
41 lll
offer. Call 868-7419. 4/11
1976 Toyota Celica GT Liftback $4200.00 well
·For Sale: Four.month yoiing ..Pfilllips, . belt
maintained; 1936 Chevy Pick-up Street Rod,
For Sal<•: 1967 .. Volvo 122'1~ rebuilt engine.
drive, 4.."7 lurntable with Aud. Tech. cartri.dge.
~.00 or make offer. 868-7161?f_t~r6 P·~:_ 
nt·w brakes. 6 radials mounted. good bodv.
Mint condition. Asking $90 but will negot1ale.
For Sale: 1961-- Ford van Pick-up, 6 cyl.
rccc1111\· painted. stereo casselle. Must sell.
Call Pete in 107 at .filH!:~Jfill_ QL2-1592. 4.LJl:.
n<•w trans. rebuilt susp. varnish.ed plywood
Bt>sl offer around $900_ Call 742-:i9:l5. 4/14
cap for bed . $600/ 1964 Ford/Fisher-Alum .
F~~ Sale~-2 bucket se~ts,-black .ior a ·i·oy9ta·"
hodv. G cvl. new trans. shock. 7:00 x 16
1!J7:; Scirocco $ZllOU. Fa.st · and Dependable.
pick-up. Good for extr? seats. in a van. Price
Mir'lwlin radials. snow chains $800. B11ss
negotiable. Also an .alpme designs. E:xp. Pack
Mcd1an il'ally perfect. New B~akes. Und.c r·CILO JO-speed. Alu . frame, all aluminum
with c Lexan fittings) excellen( cond1tion ~30.
L'oal<>cl. Snow~. more. Call or \\Tile Alan Reihl.
Call 659-2356. Before 10 pm_ Keep trying.
machinery. New pirelli 28 x I 1/4 inch tires,
!1611-:ifi!lll/PC'AC' Drama/PO !fox :1:12/Durham
wncc>1s re..:enuy ba1ancea :i;1w. Call JamPS ' -!ill
4/11_. -----~ -- ---- - - - - - - - .- .
742-:121.J.4/ 11
For Sale: 4 month young Philipps 437 ~~rn
table with aud. tech cartridge. Mm cond1hon.
I!ll;!l 1'0111 iac ( 'at;~lina txccllent runni1i~ t·1i1iAsk~ng $00-- will ne~otiate. too goo_d to pa:;s
di! !"ll. :'\1·w battery. $2:l0. Call !168·:i7116. 4i l4
'74 Suzuki Strong Running; New Tires; $600
will talk. Mark Christensen 868-9839, 2-1978 up. Call Pete at 868-9?!!'.7 or 2-1592. 4/11 - .i;,. , ~;rlc· : 1!17.J ·c;c>rmari made Opt>! Sl'dan.
4/21
..r·drSale: Pure bred, seal point siamese
\l""iir!Ph rm rust. Excellent conditio1i. ;;
Kittens, six weeks old, Excellent character2 cubic foot Refrig. for sale excellent condi1 • r1·~ aruf wll(•\'I:< . Tuned in Fl'iJruarv . :io
istics, very well mannered parents. Call
tipg $60 or best Qff~r:. Call Qiane_~?.:~4J.1L!.!l
nrpJ.! l11).!hw;11·. ;!Ii 10\rn . 77.IMHl mil<'s. noihing
332-8985
after 5: 30 p.m . 4/11
J11;ii"r 1·1·1·1 · <111111'. \Jaroon . hiaek interior.
For ~ Compact size Norcolcf Refr1gera·ior. $60.00 or besl offer. Call Hesly S. al 868$:!:!1111 .,,. h(·~- 1 olll'r. Call MPI. llli2-117:1 cla~· s
F~ Sale: Honeywell Autostrobonar 882.witn
:::;:_! 11'.!ti:1nighl:-....J H!
9924or1162-1945 4/21
stroboeye and all other accessories. Best
Qff~r.,_ Call.149-2539. 4.l.!L._ _ _ _ _
.,.._
IO-SPEED, CCM Good Condition. Asking
F"r :-.;ti•· · q;J \\"111t1• 1'1\·i11outh Vali;ml. (;oo<I
only $50. Call Jeff 436-5798 4/14
Moviri.ll.
"to
Alaska.
mu.sf"selI:l~74~Kawasa
n1c•1 1 111~ , ..,?1d>1i1111 _ $BIHi or lkst OIT<•1-. ('all
DUAL 1225 TURNTABLE: Fully automatic. k.i 500. Has 11,000 miles and .!8__!.'1 .{!xc_el-.
I· • -1 ·1· 7-1.' ,:,11.: .. ,·1·11i11).!s and W('<'kcnds. -1/21
Pickering cartridgel must sell. Asking $70. leili"shapc. New sprockets~ chain and.battery
Cal!J.T., 749-2844. 4125
I !t7.: !-..\,\H r:\lS. -I spcl. A·<'. :\\1 -~ Jo'M
last season. Askmg $950 or best offer. 659GUITAR - Kimberly Electric - and AMPLI,..11 ·n·11. :\" n1,..1 . '12.0iHl mill's. g1H1cl sha1w.
· '~~--~--~---~FIER. Excellent Condition. $90. Call 868-5987 ~Rl?._4~/~~
.\,k• 11 )! $:!. 1ffltl . c;rll Hfi!l -:i-l!);j.j ! '.1:)
4/14
.
1!174 Yamaha 500. Blue with windshield.
f<:xeellc>nt condition . $650. 436-<'776. 4/ 25
!!ti I l11l• ·nr11 \](; - B l{oadstPr. L11\\ rnilPag<'.
1~11 1 11 • 1-,1 · .. 1.-11 1'.rtlt matching in lPrior. rd-CANON FTb with 50 mm/1.8 lens and case
JHi;!i Honda ~50 Scrambfer--goOcl condition.
:-.11 •;11 ·,.. T11111k r;wk ('all !lfi2-21.J7 days or
for sale. $130 or best offer. Call 2-1300 or
S:J00 .00 Call 772-2040 after 4:00 p.m. weeki i.-.~ · :,1 i}; ~ : 11l1 ·r ..J . ..J W
1168·9872 and ask for Rick.
days or anytime weekends . Ask for Les. 4/18
J%g .\l1l"l:im!. :1 sp1 •t•rl. in good conclilion.
Speakers For S1iie: C.ET- Tow.e rs-:-2 ~
1·,•·!'l 11_·11 • I ran~p111 · 1at ior1. ).!ood 1111 gas. First
woofers 1 2" twee!cr. Sound great. Need
~.-)Otl OH . :~tiX ~ :fi:! -I ~ :} .
Summer Sublet--In Durham. Main St.---One
summer school mrmev. Will sacrifice for
bedroom Apt.. bathroom. living room and
s100
pr or BO. Call John 742-35:36 4/ 14
i-- .. r !'-.;ri1 ·. ·~--, .\11di Fox. 2 cir. Stamf. sun·
kitchen. Call 868-5798 4/28
,.,,, ,1_"""'' ' - hr n11 n. I "wnPr. 1•x<·<'llP11t cond.
r'or sa1(: .- ,oM Garrad ttirntat>fo. Tmodeflo
:\» Hu'-1. $ . l:! .",11 . 1~1 or HPsl Offer . 112'.l-Hl71 or
3ummer Sublet.-Jime-1 . Aug. :i1 9-Wo1idrnan
Epicure speakers. Scott receiver. 30 w .p.c
H:!:: Kti11a1H · r ~• t •. llt. -l l :l1
Rd. Durham. Apt 201-202. Spacious 2 room
strll under warrentv . $450.00 Call 964-8752
apt. with full l<ilchen and bath. $21Xl/ mo.
4/ 14
•
! !t";IJ r Jp;rl Kacl<'l I "<1).(1J11. I!J(KI. H<•n•ntl~ reutilities induded . No pets. Call Sissie 1168-2766
li111 i1 1·11g11Jl'. f\<'11 hatll'ry . .J good t1rc>stt.wo
4/ 21
1977 GS ~i)O SuzukC$1 liJO- firm-: "1975" T500
""" "' , :\<·1·1b son11· 11·ork . Asking $:lOO. tall
$1100
1974
750
Suzuki
walercooled_
You
Suzuki
rn; : ~ :; :L~fi i l I
Apa-rlm~nl avaiiabic for-sumnier -~ublet -\vith
want il. W<' got il ll Rosemary Ln . Durham .
fall opt10n . 2 bedrooms. large lrvmg. and
ami-29:io .J/ 14
l'.r"; I Tm 111;i C1Jr1111;1 \\"ag.,11. .J SpC>cd . roof
kitchen. back porch . in Newmarket. $195/ mo
1 ;11 ~; 1r·ii•>\\ . 1;1.11011 n11l<•s . good conclilion.
im:ludc:; heilt and hot water. 659-2711. 4/ 1'1
Ibanez "FLYING Vee" Elecfrlc-gwtar, Red
~ ! ' •~.:-: '1t:>!J :!: ~! 1.-, -1 ' 1-l
with blk & wht trim . excellenf actinn, 2
Summe.r SubYet w/ opt.ion for-fall. Spacious
humhuckin~ pick ups . Fantastic condition,
1•• .1 1:1ird I· ''l1l'r ·.\l11n1. lx){i\- . Ii cYI. nl'w trans.
4 ncuroom sem1-1ui·1115neo 'e nuu:;e near
bcsl offer ask for Hick :12:111611-9884 4/ 14
.i,,,1·k. I IK> x 11; \11dwl111 r;;d1<rl < sr:ow chains
Kari -van stop and downtown Dover. $225
:;:1.11 B;1 -.o.; 1·1u 1 111 " IH'l'd . ;ilu lranw all
per JX'rson for summer. Call Linda at 74~2780
;1n1111 111111 11 1n;w!Ji11('r.\ .."\1·\\ p1rC'll1 :m x l l / .J
MovirigtoCallfornia, must sell: overstufted 4/
21
11w l• 111 ,., . " ·1t ..1·I" n·1 ·1•111 J~· li;1 ia111·l'd $1110.
chairs couch,. $20 each ·b9 matching pressed
I ili j .1.ifll('S t-!:0 -:l;11 I. -I t ] I
back chairs, ~12 each; urea us, $25 each. 6
Summer Sublet: Juiie I · Aug. :!I . The
' DR chairs with needlepoint seats, $75 for the
<iparlnwnt overlooks Mill Pond and is a
J!fl.J \l ;mla Pit'k · l ·p .J c1·J. 21.000 mill's.
set; 9 x 12 gold wool rugs, $50 e¥l~h.; 9 x 12
grP<il loealion . Air conditioning. living room .
l·: ,.-. ·ii1-111 c1111rl1tio11 A\1 -F\1 t'ap 1111 hack.
cream shag rug, $35; presto hum1d1f1er, $50;
ht•drnom. Kilda•n. $22:;11110. Apt · 5/\ .
<.1, ·;111 1111\ l111n11Jl'r 1·,r11 .Ji111 al 742-1-IJ:l.
41\t'\\·markl'I Kd .. l>urhani. 4/21
742-95294~/_,,l-=-1-~--~--c,--:----:---,-

cars for sale

for sale

for rent

';! \lllJ 111 r -I 1

I;~

SUMMER SUBLET FOR U-PTQ"6
PEOPLE: 21 Main St., 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms; fire places. w/w carpeting, dishwasher, washmg machine, modern "kitchen
facilities , living room , 2 floors , very
spacious. $135/month incl. utilitiesi partly
furnished. Avail. June 1- Aug. 31. Ca 1 Diane
136!3- "'458. 4/25
.\p<rrlmcnl lo suhlPt for summer. Available
.June I. 2 bedrooms. living room. and kitchen .
Fi\'l' miles lrom campus. Barrington. Peaceful.
c!ui<•l SL11Tou11dings. l{enl $11111/ mo plus ut iii ies . Call aflc>r 10 p.m _ during week and
a 11~·1 i llll' on Wl'l'kl'nds . !168-:;:1:!7 . .J/ 211
SuhlPt Ma.'· l:i·Augus1· :;o. Fumislwd studio
aparllll<'Jtt in Durham . :i 111inul<' walk to
camµus . Hen! negol iahlc. C:all 861HJ7!J5--Scolt
Ha 11 ltoorn 22.J . A"k tor ( 'indy . .J/2:i

SUMMER SUBLET. HUU:St; :.! MILES
FROM T. HALL ON RT. 155 . OWN
BEDROOM. $75.00 month. Call 868-5879. 4/21
Summer Sublet ~t. in Coops . Available
~~ ~;~iW"~~~k~~~i;i.· ~1 ~5.oo can Diane
Apartment for Summer Sublet; Fantastic·
location; next to "Jasons, " Main St., .
Durham. Very reasonable rent, l large
bedroom, 1 cozy livingroom, and kitchen .
Call Kvle 868-5618 4/28
Summer Sublet - Sunny, furnished apt. fo'l
two, perfect location in downtown Durham J
available May 14 to Sept. 1 Rent negotiable j
Call Nancy 1168-5190 or "Kathy Room 313 86897544/25
Coops Apartment available for rent in thesummer. Three Bedrooms, If interested cal
Nancy 868-7453. 4/21
.
Newmarket 2 bedroom apt avail. fOJ; sum·
mer - option Fall. On karivan Rt. 669-262:1

2

1

Su1111m•r Suhlpt - l lwclrriom apartmenl dos<•
lo (';1mpus in Durham. Furnished $J70i mo &
dt·et ricil~-. Call Max o.. C'harlil' Hti!l-57115 4/ 21

~/14

41

I

·Apartment available for summer sublet with
Tei SuhlPt - Cozy 2 rm . apt. iu Newmarket.
fall option. 5 miles from campus. 2 bedrooms,
on K-van route•. st•mi furnished. $1~f, / mo
living room, kitchen, w/w carpeting. Rent
1
hr;1 :l'irl hot wal1•r i•w ~ : ;frlv t!Pposil
p~i_!!.ble. includes hot water. 868-2199.
Available May - Aug .. Call Kathy rm. :124
SUMMER
SUBLET: In Durhamhfurnished'
H68-!l!l!f/ or 2-li:l!l lor mor·<· info . .t/:ll
apt. 211-212, both for. 190/mont includes
all
utilities.
Rent negotiable. Call 868-5881,
F-oi-H:ent-:·2· &di-.~iirifti.rn ~pt-livjng -room: kit.
ask for Carl in 206. 4/11
_____ _
bath Near Lee traffic Circle. 192 mo. plus
Durham. Webster Hse. Apt. for two, availelec., sec. dep.Aval. mid May Call 1168-2'.l26
able
to
sublet
May
14-Sept.
l. Includes
. aft.4:004/21
- ·
.
.
w/w carpet heal and ho~ Yi'.ater, ki~chen
livingroom,
bedroom,
furrnshmgs
.available,
Summer sublet .19 Main St. June~ ~ug!:lst
private entrance and porch. Qmet lot.. 1
iiwn Bl'droom rc·novah~d 8a!lroom circa 18!J(l
868-2451.
4/11
min.
to
UNH,
$240/mo.
Call
lots ol windows· tropical paradise for pl«11t"
APTFOR RENT: Olde Madbury apts.
l{pnl 12:..rKI per person. t'<ill llrn\-2!144 Ask
Dover.
2
bdrm,
l
bath,
furnish~d.
Would
for l'l'tPr.
like to sublet over the summPr and then
have the leas~ taken over for the next
Summer Subl~t - 1 bdrm apt on Main St. i.n • !lS:~~!!li<;.rear. C(l_ll 749·2539. 4L!L.,-.-..- Durham. Heat and hot water included. FurROOMS for the summer. $20 a week for. ;,1
nished. Available May 15. Rent $180/month.
single $30 a week for a double per roq_m . K1~
~all Cheryl or Terry 868-7056 4/28 _ _
chen privileges included. AC"ACIA ,Frate1:-

-

.t-.P.t._f!>r rent in Durham for summer on.ly .•
May 15 to August 31. Water · and Heat mcluded, shower & Bath, Kitch~n wit~ stove &
over for $175 a month. Call Rick Pierce 868- '
9844 or Bob Audet 1162-2136 4/21
Summer S~blet w/ fall option mDover~-2
bdrm apt on k-van route . '195.0U/mo. & elec.
-Q<!IJ~y~~!!g_s__?4~824_1!·.-- -· - ---· - - - - · Apartment to sublet: · AvailableMay n. ~ 3
bedrooms, fully furnished, Riverview Low
Crim·e District, $190/mo. includes utilities.
l34 Washington St. Dover 742-8296 4/14
Coops Apt to Sublet: ~une. l~t t_o Seot..lst:
· Rent negotiable, .Denms 2-1636 or John 21132. 868-9813 4/21
- .
-- .
, Three single rooms : Short Sands_ !!l Y~!-~
Beach; May fhru September; private bath
with shower; light cooking; $30 per week. 1207-363-2859.
- - -Sublet May 14 - Sept. 1 Furnished apt. in
Durham . 5 min walk lo campus, .large
living room & bedroom, bath and Kitchen
Call Diana or Marion. 868-5009 4/ 14
.
sum-mer si.ihlet:--bpt!Oil-for -faTI- ipaclOus
sunnv Apt. in Newmarket. Own Room Semi'-furnished. Reasonable Rent - Call 659572:! 4/ 11

-Lee

Apartment Tn
-to-subiet)iir. sum-mer.
On Rte. 4 right off the Lee traffic Circle . Two
bedrooms. $180/ mo . for 2 people. $227 Ii.no.
for 3 people . Call 868-2960 ask for Lisa.
Lois, or Joe. 4/ 18.

I Summer

Sublet: Spacious Webster House
apartment 2 bedrooms, huge livin_g room and
kitchen excellent Durham Location. Available June-Aug . 4 occupants $75.00 ea . Call
Jeff or Kevin 868-9831. 4714

l

nity 86H304 4/25
' .
Summer only - in Dover. 2 bdrm, lg}k1t~~~~1,
living room and bath, w/w, furn, all utihtifs
except electricity $175/montti Cw1!tl
negofiateJ Linda Eppelman 742-73,96 <aftn
6:00p.m.4/21
_
To Rent: Summer Sublet: Beginning in June
to end of August <Dates negotiable> 2 ~id
room mostly furnished apt. in Durpam.a.t the
Red · towers. 300/month and• uhhtJ~s
(negotiable) call 659-2356 or 778-7228. Before
10 p.m. Ask for Rich-Keep trying. 4/25
To sublet· Two Bedroom· Apt. fully fo1rnished, in bover on Kari-Van route. In~l.u~es
pool and tennis courts. 215/mo. plus uhht1ts.
Available June l lu Aug 31. Call 742-8235. Ajsk
for Bruce, Bobby, Terry .
SUMMER SUBLET: 4 Bedroom serpifurnished apt: Central St., Dover; PanellM,
w/w car_pefs; K-van route parking spa~'.e;
Cheap Good deal for 4. Ca 11 868-9786 or 862·
2715; Ask for Kevin, Mike. 4/18
·
SUBLET: Ducham Webster House. Sur',ny
two bedroom, semifurnishfd kitchen &
livingroom. Four people $75.00 each. Own
sun aeck. Available May 15- Sept 1. Call
Sharon or Maureen. 868-9781 or Caryl 868'
,
.
. 9812. 4/25
Summer sublet: Spacious Webster house
apartment 2 bedrooms, huge living rm & kitchen. Excellent Durham location. Available
June thru Aug. 4 Occupants $75 each. Call
Jeff or Kevin M. 1168-9831 4/18
Summer Sublet. June 1 - Aug. 31, with option
for fall. 2 bedroom apt witli spacious hving
room and sun deck . Main st. Newmarket.
great hitching location: $210 per month. Call
Mike: 659-2896 4/24
Summer sublet: su-nny, three room unfurnished apartment 2 minute walk from downtown D1.1rham . Large vard. plenty ot
· Pets OK. No safety deposit Part
of largt: •. Jse. May-Sept. Calf ~-5796. 4/25
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WHAT TO DO IF YO U AR E RAPE D- O N
CAMPUS:
Report to Hood House within 8 hours ,
preferaQly as quickly as possrble. Counseling
and rape unit services are available through
the Health Service 24 hours a day. Your rights
will be protected and confidentialitv will be
maintained. These services are free. ·

Gene Littler

Have a regular
checkup.It can save
your life.
American

~.

I

48 Third Street
'Dover, N.H.

CARRY HOME PIPING HOT
CHINES__E FOODS
Please Call:

WHAT "RAPE" OR ''SEXUAL ASSAULT"
MEANS:

742- -·

.

~-9816

"Rape '' ts
. .c.iorct.bl e pene tr a t•ton wt.thouti. t h e
consent of the female. "Sexual assault" can be
defined as any sexual contact which occurs
without the consent of the victim.

I
CancerSociety. f.

·1

Chin~ & Po~esi_an Restaurant

HOURS OPEN
·,.

Monday4:30p.m. to9:00p.m.
Tuesday thru Thursday 11:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 11 :30 a .m. to 1 :30 a.m.
Sunday4:3op.m. to8:30p.m.

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

Information Provided by UNH Rape Task Force

I

.............-....................._____1

- - - - - - - - -.c lassified a d s - - - - - - - - · ~MPLOYUNT

,Live in Compa nTni1-\vanted- for e ld-crl y ! adv~
No nursi ng required. Call Doris at 659 -:~666.
~~~r :3: 30 p.m. or 6.'l9-5304 from 7:30 - 3:00 p.m.

Keegs-you gorgeous s ports maniac . Who
L.B. Tha nks fo r 1 a k 111~ 11u' uul \1011 . ;11ul
would ever turn down that cute little face for
s1'11di11g f'low <•rs TllPS. ltul 11n 1.~ 11y . 1ha11ks
carrv-over. You're my favorit e crumb-cake
for bt>ing MLB. I h>Vl' Y11u 1110 -I If >. ·1·;ST '.::
and ) 'JI never kill you with a n X-acto. Gel
1E v('ll ir you ;in• a lwi r p s1111n•t1111Ps•, \'I.<;
g~;;c ~i1 for nex t year ! I'm moving in. Love:.
-I i i 1
Yes Virginia , there is an April 1J. We had a
BKl\NS ·: Bctt (· r It.wk 1wx1timl'011 \·our IL\ .
helluva time and rememher--we 'vc got a lot
;position . Gotta tell ya· though--! woulu
of partying to do yet. I love ya ! Thanks for
f1a\'!' miss<'<I Yo11 lol:< ' Yrni'rl' a l<•1Tifi1· n~i;111 l'
everytfiing . MIKE 4/ 11
.
;111d an <'Vl'i1 h<'llPr lri1·11d'. (;1'1 i'"'..\t·l1t ·d
HELP WANTED - Phone from home to
for m•xl Sl'lll<'St<·r ' Lm·p ~- a· h;illl':<' ( ;1 ~ -~ 11
Pees Keegan . you really were exacerservice our customers. Super earnings!
One sea-cat. Last seen frolicking in drifl wood. ' Dear
Professional Moving and Storage SE:rvices.
bating, didactic, attenuating. and beautiful.
Choose your own hours . 742-2022. 4/14
Yellow fur . webbed feet. tends lo scowl when
Courteous free estimate at 1our convenience.
RCfi - Congratul:ilions 'im a joh well d111w '.
I promise to let you write quote leads and
armoyed. Easily coaxed with scallops. l{eward.
Photographer wanted to do wedding portraits
Call Matt in 320 Huddleston at 2-2299 Ur 8611~
1
1
misleading,
clicheed, and jargon-filled
If found . set free . 4/ 11
call 436-73~0 after 6:00 p .m . 4/11 __ _____ .
£~ call Paul Knight in Concord at 2251~ ~;~\11 ~:firi(7~; 1<1 ;(':~::~~ ~ ::1~~,~ i::~-·: w··~~ .\·~· : ; ::~
columns . R. Helen 4/11
).!11i11g
lo
s1~1ool
\\'ilh
~-ou
~
1<1•11wmhl·r
Ir\ i11J,!
FOR RENT : Part time or energetic full
Mrs. Marooney: Congratulations to my old
TYPING ~f these, resumes, reports, correslo IP<irn Ill'\\' 111ath " You """ llw h1•sl ·
Lost: Man's gold wedding band with inscriptime student wanted to hell> care for boys
roomie. I know you and Rick will make
pondence, on IBM Correcting Selectric,
<'Vl'l'
<'\'('ll
!
l'il'a:<su
;111d
I.Po
tlw
hPsl
Mom
tion as follows: "With Love Yvette" 6-77.
ages 7 and 9. Large furnish~ apartment
beautiful music together. Lots of luck <you
choice of style/pitch, by experienced businardo would hl· proud I a111 ~ I ;.,.,d ltwk
GREAT Sentimental Value. Reward. Call 2in Lee with ,Private entrance, · bath and
won't need it thougfiJ and love. Kati!!.J/.ll
ness teacher/secretary. Fas[, efficient, reaI
Jm·<'
You
.
Kathryn
.
~
1
1-l
1820 before 5_742-3268 after 5 4/11
kitchen facilities plus salary. Interviewing
sonable, dependable. Cal1 Diana Schuman
Thanks for the late night walks back to
now f~r year long position. Month summer
University Secretarial Associates, 742-4858.
Wll:\T IT IS'. !'Ph'. Brian . .l11h11 . i>;1u ·. 11.,1,
Reward For Return of Lynnfield High School Christensen Paul! ! Love;-Debbie 4/11
v~~-659-5559. 4/21.
. .
blllli
4/28.
Ring Lost Between Stillmgs & Stoke Contact
Thank::< for a !.!real ti111~~ : \\hat wa:- i11 tlwl
piu.;i anywa y'? Disco l>oui.:h·~ lfrgar<is lo
Hank Flickingen Stoke 5th~loor 4/14
Typing: Letters, Resumes, Theses . 20 Years
Gmny
It
was
a
great
year.
Is
1t
over
Help Wanted : Work-Study students for 6
lk uss1·l:<proul -Sorry-C'all••j>t· '. y,,ur 1>1111H·1
~rience. Call 742-2692. 4/28
already? Lel 's not forget the great t1m1..>s or
week live-in situation with local high school
I la Ii•:< • &dish wash1•rs • .i · 1 l
TYPING: Ex~rienced typists in need of exthe crap we all gave yo:.i. You look ii well.
students . Academic/ recreation atmosphere.
tra money. Will type papers, reports or term
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SUMMEJ;'/ Wanl;t~ go to the Beach? I know how to gel
Conlacl Upward Bound. 862-1563. 4/ 14
papers, quickly and accurately. Only $.60 ·
OLDE MADBURY LANE APTS D.'>VER
there ._ K~gs
per.page. Call Donna or Vicki - Stoke 2-1135 .
wa1it ed :·-sum.me r-worf.:.Si u-dy-s t udel1ts1or
ON KARIVAN ROUTE. SINGL~ ROOM, 'ciao, picho . To t_he. cu_rly-halred-D~ ~ho
4/ll
Seacoast Mosquito Control Program. Pav
PARTLY FURNISHED w/w CARPETING, · used to hang-out m Janitors closets m Just
Typing: Letters, Resumes, Theses. 20 years
$:J.50/hr. 40 hrs . week . Call 2-1665 or 868-9846.
KITCHEN SWIMMING POOL ALSO
his underwear this is your personal. At
"This is your life - Janie b ." The Gang 4/ 11
experience. Call 749-2692. 4/28
Ask for Mike. 4/ 18
$100/MONTH . CALL DA VE 749-06314/18
. last ! !! The association's been a gq_od one.
important Not.ice: -iiubba.rir Haff is no-w
One
Room-mate
needed
for
summer
Beauti.
.
.
.
-·
?
winTect: --rarr - Hme -·cocktail · -wa"ttr"esses
collecting money for the balance of the Fall
ful Apartment. 2 bedrooms. 2 kit.ch.ens . . ?.
Gmny - so n~w you re a secretary huh .
}{acquet Stringing for tennis. racquetball.
Memorial · IYay t firu -Laoor - oay . · R0ck.
77 Damage Bill. Anyone who lived in Hub"'Halhrooms. Perfect Location-Red Towers. But the ~uesllon ~emams? - ca_n ~ou really
sqmts h. $8 to $10 for Tournament nvlon .
1
bard Faff semester please contact anv staff
Bands. Experience Preferred. Interviews
Call N<!_ncy ~-745~ca_l_I evenings. 4/21
~rd sh~co~~k:Oo~~~~Y~ck. f{J. ~~ eth Ray
.I<'ore.st ~i!ls . Head pylon . !3h~c,Slar. J~ct, cquct
member by 4/7. If we don't hear from vou .
only . The sand Dollar . York Beach Maine
grips $.L>U IMMEDIA.TF. SI<.HVICE . Ken
you will be billed the amount owed plus
Contact Bruce Smi_th 4/ 25.
'
·
}S
Open
Campus
Party
Thursday
night
at
Sigma
Brewer Lord 207 2-1634. 4/ 28
~l .00 billing charge. 4/11
__ __ •
Beta . 7 p.m . until midnight. Refreshments
Wanted ~ Ellgihie work-study -s tuden Oo do
LF.SfiL·U rsUPPOl{T G HO UP -Ml'l't S ('\' ('I'\'
and enterta inment.
It 's lime -,0 -cfi1n- u p- -your" ga rd.en and
c lerica l worl< in the Programming Orficc al
Thursday
al
6
P
.M
.
All
Lesbians
Welcome.
i\larga
re
t--Whcrc
have
VOU heen a ll mv life'>
1ou
are
fhe
greatest
staffanyonecouldast.
lawn . Green thumbs at your scr viee. Ca II
Channel 11. Duties include light typ111g. filing .
Where arc vou now ? I'ri1 holding Y•>U le> v11ur
for. Always remember the wonderful nights
Call'8-62-1968 for more i_nforma_ijg_n_. 4 ~ 21
Sharon 742-3863. Gay 659-282:!. 4/ 7
general office work . Woufrt like someone
promi se . PkasC' make 1t soon or .. .or .. .f..<•vr
in the dark office of the N.H. , the exCom<' SN' Cclchri1I<' Lil l' '. ;; 1w1\: musical
who ca n s ta rt now. work through the summe r
Fra nk 4/ 14
citing trips to Plaistow, and Lenny. Too bad
a bout the victorious lilc•. d<•ath . and rl'sura nd next yea r . Ca ll Na ncy at 2-209:1. 4/ 14
he was caged before it was all over. He'll
rection
of Jesus. To be pn.!sented free rn the
J eff: Trievc r a nd I just want ed to· sa v never know what he was missing. It's been
.. ---·· -·- - - ·--· - ---- - ·- - uurnam l ·nmmumtv ( 'hurd1
:-.a11clu;;r\'
HAPPY BIHTllDA Y ! ! 1l Jl opia was una vaif- a great year--even with all its frustrations
IWANTEo:..::.wA:ffREsSES,- -'> -wAlTERS.
!Main
SU
Sunday. Ap ril Iii a! i p.111 -1 : ~· 1
a ble al prpsstim c•i L.Y.V.M. MPrcdilh4 11 1 GOO<l luck -to all whatever may become of
BARTENDERS, FLOORMEN at the bro'.
WANTED to rent for the periods of July
you. 4/ 11
Tli r:
SUN
S HIN E'S' --' BRIGHTLY
. thers 4. Ca ll-l -&J9-867l for appointment. 4/ 28
10-21 & July 24-Aug 4, cabins or apartments
TilE Nf<:W HAMPSHiilE : To the hcs l <li1mn
THROUGHOUT OUR WORLD - WATCH
Hey sis: No i,\\aTt; Let me talk . ! really
for families attendfug UNH summer sesi;;ions
Slaff a nyone could ever a sk for. I 'm going
FOR SUNDAY - MAY 3rd . 4/ 14
it. I think we are sisters! Stay
WanT~Ci: - T_emp-:- Helpto paint ConduitlOf · Archaeological Research Services UNH
to miss you a ll. I had a hl'llu va lini'<•. mean
. fru wdv- lrom t he hilb -.J\11j(. ' r'oots; (j()I
n(;!w Electrical system on ca mpus. Minimum
Durh:im Rli2-27n9 4/ !1
I hope you did loo. Tha nks for e ver yth ing . away from Brando 's goggle creature. You
and I will hit Durham! The True Redhead. \. t'
i<urly: ·The Wizard, Joano. a nd the rest of my
ot 4 h~urs daily. Experie nce preferred. ApMIKE 4/ 11
.
ply: Bick-Com Corp. 2nd floor , service Bldg.
friends <you know who you arel. " Sp-rin g
Carol stay away from the goggle cre<l""
Female wants apt. or room in Durham but
or cafJ 368-5941 4/ 14
·
has spr.UJ'I~. the _flowers is ri z. I .wonder
tu
res!
!
And
by
the
way
who
we~e
those
will consider one on a Kari-Van route'. for
M.s. Vayia, Nan, Lizbeth and assorted wellwhl'rl' that gras!:i is .,.. 1 or i_s it th e ot lwr
f trange oeople at the gas station m South
.summer and fall. Call 868-5618 4/ 14
w1shers from Scott Hall : thanks for making
~l!YJff.QUncf? J D.13ean bag- writcya 'll 4/_11 .
~arolma~
Let's
do
it
again
.
Joanne,
ar~
!11Y
21st
birthda1'
a
happy
one!
How
you
say
) ..ooki~ For~ Great Summer Job, Dock Sq. i ;.:T.~o l!irl; looking _for apartment for next
you with me?
The true Redhead ! 4
• I \ T l••'\ .. '.
:., . ,, · >11•1
m your country . " Count your age by friends
De)jcatessen m Kennebunkport, Me. offers . . ~eptember . Want re~sonable rerif, anywnere·
I
I I 1.
\j .j
I
I
I ~ i. I
not years, count your life by smiles not Thanks guys--I've really enjoyed my Monyou :, .l" Ull season employ ment (Ma y - OctJ ' m UNH area / kart-van route. U you ·re
ll .1'
\ ', . '
'·
; 11 \ \
tears ." Live. Cindv .
_
day nigfits at t~ N.H. You 've been a
Guaranteed minimum wal!e or hP.ttPr F'IP.x~~~i~~ out, call Kathy or Ginny 2-2~8-2 .__4/14
great eOitor Mike--Yt>u 'r~ a r eal s weet guy .
No more Mondays, Toots
'i.ble work schedule <Positions available be-·
Gin--you' re a nut and I love you' Take care
·Lween ti'a .m . & Midnight > Pleasant working
11 .. .. ! .. :· ·· ' ·
HELP ! Apt. Wa nted for 3-4 in Durha m
love, Deb. 4/ 11
. -·- _ -· ___ _
Hey ih 1ti-- You're gonna lie . a n excellent
conditions . Positions a va ilable for food prepare<i for fal l semes te r . Willing to take o\·er
uoggle creature : I don 't need a molherd
! • : r· ..
It's
been
great
working
wi
th
you.
guod
M.E.
.. · 1:
aration, counter service personnel , and shfft
lease in s ummer , if ncccssci r y. Ca ll Soph ie
but thanks anyway. Stay in Thursday an
luck and wa[('h out for those class ads. Love
managers . For more information or an ap. -.
" ' 866-9725
study Can 't wail ' till next year . I Jove you .
Gin1!JJ. _____ _
plication contact : Gregory Plimpton Dock Sq .
/\ llf<~A II ST UDE NTS : \Vill'll in ~f<:W YOllK
:The true redhead. P .S. Take a walk on the
:Delicatessen, Box 292. Kenn ebuiikporLMe .
Would like to trade Aluminum White Water
CTl'Y --<'OME FOH A 11()1 1:-\I·: Ill{ ,\\\':\ l'.\ H'Or tel. between •,? and 10 p.m _207-!Jll5-:mt1_
wild side!!!
'Canoe· or 16 fool Tulsom Arms Canoe-for 13
HIAGE ItlDE1'11Wll 'C ll n :YJ'IL\L l':\HK !
Steve, a rc you st ill rea ding th is"
Fa t Ma nsfield Canoe . Ca ll Dave Anderson 2· CHIEF- You've been a big he lp, especially
$10.00/!'id c 11ha t 's 011lv S:! :;o ('<l d1 ii lo ur
1757 Hubbard .410. 4/14
·
··
MATURE INDIVIDUAL FOR EMPLOYTIP-OFF OR TEE-OFF <o r whateve r the
as
I
take
over
the
pages
.
Get
psycbe
d
for
11f
you go! I /\S K r'O H lj\H ;:'\ .j t I
MENT AT SMALL Summer Motel & House·
hell your nam e is J: -Good luck with " da
DEiff P E RATEL Y NEED a room for first
the links--TIP-OFF.
keeping Resort in the White Moun ta ins.
EVen as Sports Editor J'ol11 remem ber you
pa vgcs." It 's not as hard as it looks but just
41
'Responsi bilities to Incl ude Front offi ce Re~~o~~~ s~r~~~· ~!iii ~~9~~~ ~nct°c:s°k ,~~
pretend it is so people wi ll fee l sorry for you.
My dea r est Gary L . I've never be en any ca n' t pla y golf in the wint e r on the cape ! .
:cepfi<;m a nd our La und ry Opera tion. Ideal
And if you ever need ca r ryover. a hug a nd a
Lesley in Room 20, or leave message . 4/ 25
Goori Juel{ . Debbie
one 's secre tary be fore bul I'm really
Candidate s hould be comforta ble in Both
few sweet nothings whispere d in the ca r do
psyched to be yo urs. Paid by the hour plus
Mondav night.,.
You guys--you m a de
operations. Live-i n Cabin Ava ila ble ... Sala r y
wonders . They fal l for it ev<'ry t im e. Good
fringe benefits ? Whal e lse could a nyone I loved working with you all. Cood luck
.'\ PAHTMJ<;N'r Wt\NTJ<;J) , In No rth wood -·
Negoti able. Mid June through Labor Dav.
luck . --Kecgs
ask for? I ' m psyched ! Good luck . G.M. 'vl ichael in yourfulure endeavor s. You we re
f<:psom --I>ecrliPld area . 1or2 hdrm. Unfurn.
Sena brief Resume to SKY VALLEY MOTEL
4/11
a fa ntastic edi tor --a lways sm ili ng throughor furn. Can ta kl' hPl\l'C<'ll no\\' and .J um• 1.
Ba rtlett, N.H . 03812 or P hone for Appoin t'.
He re's the New Hampshire staff having a
' out the .wee mo rning hours. And Ginny
22lHl5f;O or !-l:W-518S. Arter 5 pll'<1sc . -l/ 11
·iment. 374·2322. 4/ 14
great time layi nTI out the last issue. They
Happ>.' Birthday Doug Roma no. S0rr y this
wha t can I sav--vou are a n outsta nd ing
wasn t on ti m e. but l tr ied. Hope ever yperson to have ioforated me for one whole
woR.KTN' JAPAN! Teach-E ng lish conver: Looking for an in<·xpcnsivl' -l \\'lll'l'I drive .
R1\k~ . r':{i¥ 0 lh~n ~~r~~~ ~~~-01c~~nrca::~~~ thing
was
great.
see
you
around
.
G.M
.4/
11
rear. See you around Love Cheryl 4/1 1
:\lust Sl'll Ill\ 'r;/ Scout 800. r:ngin<· exn·llcnl
sation. No ex perience. degree. or J g_p9 nese
imitations and all thal swearing al the
S~perman~Rumor
has
it
you're
making
'r
.. lhC' lws! Jo:ditor -111 -l 'h i1•f i11 thr \\ nrld .
l'ond
1t
1011.
l:lutch
nPNls
adjust
in~
&
sonH'
required. Send long. stamped self addressed
waxer . Thcv·vc also forgotten what !\londay
Th<111ks frn· all lhl' hl'lp & u1Hl(•rsl;111<l1n)! this
rust 4 almost Ill'\\' mud l sno\\' 11n·s . Hoof
envelope for detail~ . Japan-322, 411 W. Cenand Thursdav nights look like to the rea l some risky changes with this spring affair.
. No ne· ol 11~ 1·ould ha1·1· done it \\·1<.hnul
\'(•;1r
It's
ecslacy
..
.
Gotta
keep
dancm
ca
use
it's
ter. Centra lia , WA 98531 4/ 28
. What :ire lhev going lo do late at nitc
~·~~.~:i1a~;;il; or1~!/. . r~~~I :}~~~a:>~()~~~~~~·. -1%~ a world
~· 1n1. (;ood lurk
'.\la>·ll(' I'll ,.;('1' >•HI p.1~,.;•11g
makin me high. gotta keep on making me
now '? What else? Orlveto PLAISTOW''
. lhruugh l'laisl•l\I ~ . um•d;i~ Lnn•. (;in :J l 1
!!ig,h,' M I l n 4/ 11
: Apartment a vailable to sublet May 15-Aug.31 .
Webster House in Durham . One bedroom
large living room , kitchen , bath . w/ w carpet '.
Furnished. Tor more information call 868-5137
evenings and weekends . 4/ 11

.

OPPOITTt·N1TY. stude;ts::
The Biking Expedition see~.s counselors to•
lead teenage bicycle trip~ this summer in
the U.S. and Canada . 'l'HE BIKING EXPEDITION , P .O. Box 547 ; Henniker N.H.
!!;}~~ 603-428-7500. 4/11
'
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Williams' life isn't the blues

Joe w;1uams gave a memorable performance at UNH last
week. (Art Ill man photo)

By Paul Keegan
People followed Joe Williams
wherever he went.
From the mob that greeted him
·outside of the Granite State Roor. 1
, of the MUB before his first -performance, Thursday night to the
awe-struck young female fan
who clung to his arm between
sets, softly cooing, "I love you,
Joe," the legendary jazz singer
was always near people.
They stood and cheered as
Williams belied his 59 years by
sprinting off the stage, down the
aisle and out the door after
finishing his encore of "What The
World Needs Now Is Love"
Friday night.
But it was not always like that
for Joe Williams.
In 1946, Williams had a nervous
breakdown and spent a year in
Elgin State Hospital. I.. was then
that he felt the lonenness and
despair that no black man living
at that time needed, but which

Bob Dylan shoots a real turkey
B_y Rob Cunningham
Renaldo and Clara
Starring: Bob Dylan, Joan
Baez, and Sara Dylan
Written and Directed by: Bob
Dylan
Showing at the Galeria,
Cinema, Harvard Square,
Cambridge
Renaldo and Clara, Bob
Dylan's debut as a feature filmmaker, demonstrates the absurd
extent to which an artist will go
just to prove a point.
In a recent interview with the
Rolling Stone, Dylan stated that
Amerkan audiences are Luu lctLy
to accept an adventurous work of
.art which encourages one to
· t~ink. Though Renaldo is an ad-

venturous concept, you leave the (Dylan), as he drifts about intheater with the feeling of having teracting with The Woman in
been conned rather than intellec- White <Baez)', Clara <Sara
tually stimulated.
Dylan), Allen Ginsburg, Mrs.
In terms of style and content, Dylan <Ronnee Blakley), and
Renaldo and Clara is little more , Bob Dylan <Ronnie Hawkins).
than an.overrated home movie~
Renaldo and Clara is an
Running just under four hours, auspicious concept for the novice
the film is a cur~?1:1s ~ont~.ge of filmmaker, but Dylan squanders
concert foo~age,. f1ctitious . per- all ·primrose by devoting unnec~onal relat10nsh1ps, and ex1sten- .essary time to incidental events
tial nonsense.
.
and images
·
Although Renaldo is supposed
to be more than a eoncert film, it
If Dy!an had c.oncentrated on
is the music, cuJled from Dylan's developing one 1~ea, h~ could
1975-76 Rolling Thunder tour, haye pn~duced an mterestmg and
which makes the film bearable. umque film. In~tead he ~as bomru foct, it i.::i the mu.::iic which lures barded the viewer with . amaudiences to the film in the first o~guous r~11g1ous l~uagery, mterplace
views with Hurricane Carter,
Th~ film follows Renaldo scene~ at an Indian reservation,
·and trips to Jack Kerouac's grave

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Klondike Annie ~ ~ ~ ~ l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ sit~~e
end result is that no single
idea is fully defined, much less

Put it
•
in your ear
RELIVE YOUR PAST IN THE HERE-AND-NOW
BECAUSE YOU MAY HAVE NO FUTURE.
Yes, you, too, can deja vu with the new miracle drug,
R.S.V.P., a relatively safe, 100% organic drug producing
little or no ill side effects other than mild cance~ if taken i~
quantities greater than one's own body weight, or gentie
·
wheezing and hacking upon rising in the morning.
Safe and effective, R.S.V.'P. is for you, whatever your
vocation or avocation because R.S. V.P. is an equal opportunity drug.
R.S.V.P. can be taken secretly in the most boring classroom to the most bombastic executive meeting simply by
breaking off a chunk, placing it snuggly inside your ear,
and listening to lt.
.
R.S.V.P. works directly on your brain within seconds,
·producing a euphoric "I've-been-here-before" feeling so that
you never have to take notes, pay attention, or even
attend these tedious meetings because YOU'LL HAVE
BEEN THERE BEFORE WITH R.S.V.P.
Students especially like R.S.V.P. because their classes
become nothing more than review sessions, and their tests
nothin_g more than make-up exams.
'
Sidney Slophoff, a 12th semester freshman, says, "Like,
I found I didn't need to take notes anymore in class
because it was all in my head already. I stopped going
to classes, and like, now I don't have to study anymore because I've been there before."
Even the elite enjoy R.S.V .P.
Melbum Tarnish, former Deputy Chief of Hamhock
County, says, "Ay-yuh. Took some a thet there frenchsounding stuff and plum forgot to run agin fer office.
Funny thing was thet I thought I hed, but hedn't really,
if'n ya guessed my drift. Mighty good stuff, thet is."
Whether you're a student or a bureaucrat, you'll love
R.S. V.P. because it'll give you the chance to do everythin·g
over and over.
·
If you only have one life to live, live it again and
again, the R.S.V.P. way.

Not for sale to LJ.NH students.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~mmm~~mmm~~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~rm~~~l~~~~~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~~j

developed satisfactorily. There
are simply too many irrelevHnt
details presented over the course
of four hours .
Another. problem ..with Renaldo
is -that much of Dylan's screenplay is too closely modeled on his
own personal life. For example,
one pivitol scene in the film is a
confrontation between Renaldo,
The Woman in White, and Clara.
Unless the viewer knows of the
real life triangle which existed
between the Dylan, his wife and
Baez, the conversation is far too
cryptic to understand.

further ingrained in his mind how Blues ), arid since that concert in
much right he really had to sing 1955 he has gone on to consistenthe blues.
tly ~ttract huge crowds both with
"I received electric shock, in- Basie and on his own. One of the
sulin shock and doctors would most moving moments of his life,
shoot me with something--! didn't he said, was when he sang at
know what the hell it was," said Duke Ellington's funeral.
"I was in a little bit of a fog
Williams. "I think it was some
kind of happy juice to break up about that," he said slowly, in a
the depression.
deep voice, "because Ellington
' 'The one thing that brought was a love and when you love
home to me from being alone and someone very, very much, the
literally incarcerated was the emotion you feel for the spirit of
fact that I had stopped, but someone who is as alleverything else was going on. So encompassing ·-as Ellington was,
there was a wife, a mother, friends 1 makes it not too easy to get it
everybody in the world con- right.
tinued to go on doing exactly
"And the emotion of Ella Fitwhat they had to do and nothing zgerald singing between her
stopped. But I stopped.
tears was something else. Duke
"So you have to figure out a Ellington was absolutely one of
way to relate to a world where the most elegant musicians and
when you stop, everything else elegant gentlemen--wild as hell,
goes on. It's like, 'Who needs personally, but his public apyou?', you dig? Nobody's depen- pearance was elegance personified."
ding on you for anything."
Williams pieced his life back
Williams adjusted himself in
together and less than a decade his chair, drawing a cigarette up
Th
later, became recognized as one
h' k
t d' r
of the greatest J'azz vocalists who to his~ ic ' pro ru mg ips. e
effects of growing up in a poor
ever lived.
Chicago home with his aunt and
Williams has sung with all the mother in the 20's and 30's, his
jazz immortals--Louis Ar- struggle to make a living singing
mstrong, Dinah Washington, for 50 cents a night, and the evenLionel Hampton, Coleman tual breakdown showed in the
Hawkins, Duke Ellington, and, of strained lines of his face.
course, the man whose band he
sung with for so many years, the
But when he spoke, there was
incomparable Count Basie. no bitterness in his voice. He
Williams remembered the first spoke of the true meaning of
time he sang with Basie.
friendship and the lessons he had
"I think it was in the Civic learned in his eventful life.
"After I had the breakdown, I
Opera House. We came in with a
big show with Sarah Vaughn, began to enjoy my friends and the
Erol Garner, Lester Young, and people who sought me out. I learthe Basie orchestra. Many ned that the most precious gift of
thousands of people were there, all is life, and we shouldn't go
my mother was there. I rem em- through life making people
her it very well--it was 1955, unhappy and finding fault and not
before we recorded, "Every Day trying to correct what is wrong.
OHaveTheDlues).'"
We. have to do it one-on-one, perIt was with the Count Basie Or- son-to--person, wherever you go
chestra that Williams attained in the world. Everybody's life
fame, much of it with the recor- that touches yours should be
ding of "Every Day (I Have The made a little brighter by it."

1. Everyone knows Lon Chaney Jr. played the Mummy
in- three famous films. But who played the lead role in

The Mummy's Hand (1940)?

2. Who were Orphan Annie's adopted parents?
3. What name hangs over the door of Winnie the Pooh's
house?
4. What is the real name of black nationalist Malcolm X?
5. What are the first names of the original Jackson Five?
6. Who are Dagwood and Blondi'e Bumstead's neighbors?
If Dylan had wanted to publicly · 7. For what newspaper does Spiderman (Peter Parker) work?
discuss his private life he should 8. The Doobie Brothers made the line, "He ain't heavy, ~
have clearly stated the relationships which existed· between he's my brother" famous. But were does the line originally
come from?
these three characters.
9. What character was played by Groucho Marx in Duck
Cinematically, Dylan is severely
limited in style ana imagmauon. Soup?
His reportoire of shots consists 10. Sally Field played the Flying Nun on T.V. But what:
solely of soft-focus shots, close- was her name as a nun?
ups, and long shots. Initially, this
technique gives a certain degree
of intensity to the film ; particularly the concert footage. Af- Wicked Hard Question of the Wee k ;
ter two hours , however, the
What is Mickey Rooney's real name?
viewer will feel confined, and will
beg for variety.
One other misdirected idea of
Dylan's was to contrast his lyrics
with his visual imagery. This
technique should have worked if
alI!lllaij JalS!S "OI
only due to the strength of
A}JalH ..1 . 6 ,
Dylan's music.
2)fSe1qaN
'UMO.l
s,.Aog
le
an1t:qs
at.p
UO
UOHd!DSU!
uy ·g
Yet his comparisons show the ·
·
a18ng Affea all.l ·l
imagination of a home movie enthusiast. They are simply too
.1fa1poo M a!s100 .1 pue qJaH · 9
trite to merit serious contemraetp!J,-\J: pue au!ew1a9 'aH)f:lef 'OH..L 'uori-ew ·s•
plation.
a{lH1 lll{O:l{eV-\J: 'v
Near the end of Renaldo and
s1apues ·1w '£'
Clara a character appears,
ons
·s1w pm~ ·1w ·z'
say!ng, ::This h~~..been_a ~erious
JaIA.L woi ·1
mistake". Although the statement
SN3.MSNY
is meant to describe one of
Dylan's troubled relationships, it
could easily refer to the film it- Answer to last week's Wicked Hard Question:
self. Perhaps this exercise in
Andrew John was the name of the baby born to
over-indulgence would have best Rosemary in the 1968 ~ovie Rosemary's Baby.
been confined to Dylan's livingroom , where all home movies
inevitably remain.
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Calendar
Tuesday, April 11
Student photography Exhibition in the Strafford Room of
the MUB. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Continues through Wednesday,
April 12.
.
Hoot night at the Press Room, 77 Daniel St., Portsmouth,
or at The Stone Church on Zion's Hill in Newmarket.

Wednesday, April 12
"Jo.u rney to the Outer Limits" with WENH as it presents a
special featuring city-bred teenagers an outward bound excursion in Colorado, 8 p.m.
Great Performances presents Edward Albee's "All Over,"
in which a family gathers to await the death of its patriarch.
9 p.m. on WENH.
The Aaron Conant Coffee House presents an ev~ning of ·
Sufi poetry, beginning at 8:00 p.m. on Washington St., Pormouth.
Geoff Bartley, contemporary folk musician is at· the Press
Room, 77 Daniel St., Portsmouth.
MUB Pub - Rick Bean's disco.
Bill Morrissey - folk musician at the Stone Church in
Newmarket.

Anecdotes and shallow notes
By Faith Backus
Anecdotal narration is a
favorite device used by entertainers of both dingy SoHo coffeehouses and glittering Vegas
night clubs to give cohesiveness
and legitimacy to what might
otherwise be a bland, arbitrary
collection of musical numbers. In
Stanley Watson's case, reminiscences of camping with Spanish
gypsies and the serenade of crickets
on a moonlit night did not give his
original classical guitar pieces
the vitality necessary for them to
become the image-evoking fantasies they were meant to be.
Watson is a musician of diverse
technique and background. His
extensive travels form the basis
from which he composes. In his
performance last night. he
played Irish-influenced ballads,
Italian renaissance lyricals, jazz

'

Thursday, April 13
. MUB .Pub - "First Impulse," a creative jazz/ rock band.
Bill Morrissey - folk musician a-t- the Stone Church in
Newmarket.
"The Matchmaker" by Thornton Wilder opens at the
Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Continues through April 22.
Tickets are $2.50 for students, $3 general admission.
MUSO Film - California Reich/Ida Amin at 7 and IO p.m.
Admission, 75 cents.
The "Eternal Return," Cocteau's film adaptation of the
Tristan and Isolde legend on WENH at 9 p.m.
Richard Johnson - Something for everyone at the Press
Room, 77 Daniel St., Portsmouth.

High 5chool student, loaded the
·freight elevator Which runs
through the six-story warehouse .
PacKea Willi old w ood and
theatrical paraphernalia, the
elevator ascended through its
delicate wood-lathed shaft.
On the second floor was a neat
pile of stage props borrowed from
-Sand! Bianco, TBS Publicist, the New York Shakespeare
scurried about in the bare-bulb . festival. On top roosted a huge
dimness of the warehouse direc- feathered chicken costume
looking crookedly off into the
ting the operation.
.
"Watch out for nails," she war- hu_ge building.
Cavernous brick rooms lead
ned. "We can't risk losing any of
you." A dark, spritely woman, toward the wall shared by the
Bianco looked just a little bit our Warehouse Restaurant. Music
of place as she sorted a huge heap filtered eerily through the wall
or mmber into two piles: ·boards
padded with silver fiberglass inwith nails and boards without.
" sulation.
Already owned outright by
In the middle of the wall is a
TBS, the warehouse will retain
the historical atmosphere and small black door with a window
· waterfront setting of the old TBS through which one can see the
on Ceres Street in Portsmouth. warmly lit wooden interior of the
The warehouse is much larger restaurant.
than the old 98 seat TBS which
By the fall of 1979, both sides of ·
had little room for production, that door will be warm: one with 'J'h~ old ~are.hous~ on How 8treet in Portsmouth will soon be t he
storage of props and sets, or per- . dining and one with good theater.
new, improved TBS. ·
formances.
Dan Zittel, TBS Sta ge
. off and began pulling wrinkled·
Mark Griffin, a Portsmouth
1\1anager, stood by nodding in
costumes out of boxes.
. "We try to use whatever we agreement. He looked chilled
" ••• the hards hips of have for costumes," she said . standing still in the damp air a fJV~>"Things have been stored m ter working so hard. He added:
~ :.7-1 the old TBS,
several warehouses, and have "TBS is one of the only regional
been moves.I several times. This theaters where you can· work
is the resul(" she· said, indicating year round." He grinned. his icesuch as· having to
all - the jumbled ma~s of blue eyes warming. "That's pret. costumes.
ty good when you consider th~ll
. construct lights
TBS, the finest regional theater about 80 per cent of people m
out of oldstovepipes north of ~oston, is constantly theater are unemployed."
being improved by professionals
Portsmouth and surroundi ng
and volunteers.
and tin c.ans."
communities
seem just as e 11
bn the ground floor Dan
Raymond, Lighting Designer for thusiastic about TBS's growth. lt
TBS, was as enthusiastic in will mean millions of dollars i1:
The top floor attoras · a wielding his hammer as anyone revenue put into Portsmouth·..,
magnificent view of Portsmouth else in the warehouse that mor- . economy along with fine theat •
for seacoast communities.
on one side, and the Piscataqua ning.
river and Kittery Bridge on the
Tall and sJenc:ier, he iooks iike
But Cathy Colby. Scenic ArL r
other.
actor Richard Thomas. He spoke for TBS. seemed best to express
with animation of the hardships excitement for TBS's big move .
More costumes crowded one of the old TBS. such as having to
Hidden from the cold in bult, \
corner of this floor, some on construct lights out of old stove
sweaters.
the soft-spoken Colb\.
. r~cks , some in boxes .
pipes and tin cans.
" It's very good for us to put searched for the appropri a •e
words.
· Kathey Iannicelli, costume down roots in a community like
Finally she said. "Being a p. 1 t
designer for TBS, stood in the Portsmouth. We tend to attract a
corner with a few other women resident company which grows of Theater by the Sea is so f'\
sorting costumes. They giggled with the theater, forming a unit citing!"
Concisely put. that is a popular
as she tried on a pair of furry which works well to present betsentiment these days .
. black rabbit ears. She took them ter shows ."

•
wares
TBS moves its
to a new - old house
By Barbara 8cott
Splinteriilg wood and the squeal of
nails torn trom planking added a
biting edge to the bitter da~p of
April Fool's day.
The old warehouse adjacent to
the Warehouse Restaurant on
Bow Street in Portsmouth hadn't
seen so much activity since its
last days as a brewery during
WWII.
Now the warehouse is being
converted into what will be
Theater by the Sea's new 200-300
seat home to completed by Fall,
1979.

About 20 dedicated TBS staff
and volunteers weilding hammers and crowbars disassembled
wooden frames and platforms
with the diligent fury of gerbils
lighting into
olrluppahoxes..
~

~.L. · - -··

improvisations and Spanish dan- so integral in flamenco guitar
music was there, but Watson
ces.
Watson's technical expertise could not give it the life and i ,
was evident. A strong melodic tensity which ~ould truly pai t
pattern in the bass line ornamen- the image of castanets and staFted by soft turns, trills and ping shoes for which he w, s
progressions in the alto and aiming.
In a number composed n
soprano voices was characteristic of many of his com- Brazil, Watson changed tre
positions, most noticeably, and mood. The piece had an almc
big-band air; a jazz composition
notably, in the Latin tunes.
Watson let the influence of appropriate for a lively nig· t
avante-garde jazz show in the use club.
In opening the performanc .
of progressions of atonal thirds
against the melody line, often Watson described the guitar , s
with dissonant results. Syn- "an incredibly fantastic 1
copation and changes in time strument which we as huma
created ... capabl e
signatures also gave his music an · have
evoking incredible images." Tr
experimental quality.
Tonally, however, _Watson's it may be, but Wa tsor:
playing was brittle and shallow. technically sound performan
Even in his most successful was not able to create the fan ta ·
piece, a set of Spanish dances, the and emotion of which he belie'
tone was dry. The throbbing beat the guitar to be capable.

-

-

-

~ -... ,;: · -

.

<.
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On Campus
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by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds

DOWNING
continued from page 1
concern.,,- He salt tbis was a
reflection of its appointing
authority, the governor.
Downing said the Public Ser- 1
vice Company has severe policy
and financial problems. ''Anyone
who wants to take a quick shot at
any one area is being shortsigpted," Downing said. "The
problem is much more complex
than many people believe.'' He
blamed part of this belief on the
media which he said is not
dealing with the total problem.
"I don't think there is any
alternative to nuclear power,"
Downing said, "I don't know if
we 're capable of handling
nuclear power,'' Downing said.
"We should continue to work for
alternatives."
Downing said Thomson's
representation of the state's
residents is one thing that upsets
the people of New Hampshire
"He doesn't even represent the
Republican party,'' Downing
said. "He represents the Conservative Caucus."
Downing also criticized Thomson's well-publicized trip to South
Africa this past winter, calling it
a "fiasco."
"It's embarrassing when you
go to another state and tell oeoole
you're from New Hampshire,"
Downing said. "Tfiey say, 'New_
Hampsliire, oh yeah, ·you have
that governor ... " and then they
start laughing."
"These people know the governor ·is not really concerned with
them," he said.
Downing said he has no specific
programs planned if he is elected. "I want to be careful I don't
start dictating," he said. "We
have some very good people running state agencies, but not one
has been asked in six years how it ·
can do its job better," Downing
said. "I think we need to address
human needs and services,''
Downing said, "and go to these
agencies. ·
"Our Number one priority is
that man (Thomson)," Downing
said. "He can't go into a fourth
term.''
BEGINNE~S SCUBA

COURSES
In Dover · Portsmouth

BEGINS:
.

\

~. "t.J'il 1U
, 2. April 16; .

All e4u1pmen\ supplied exec
mask, fins and snorkel
Call: Keith Callahan
431-1636

L

Attention
Soccer Players

collegiate crossword
54 "A Bell for - " 18
56 Treats as a
24
Mr. Boyer (abbr.)
celebrity
Vegetable dish
59· Italian anarchist 25
60 Extinct reptiles
"I smell - "
Adolph Marx's
61 Change
27
£2 .Like the Mariana
instrument
Misjudges
Trench
28
Popular pants
63 surgeon
Temporary suspension 64 Actual being: Lat. 30
of warfare
65 Spanish number
31
Watch brand
66 Soap-frame bar
32
Employs to excess
hand
DOWN
33
Jewish meal
34
Natives of Dubuque
1 Shambles
38
Spanish leader
2 Singer 40
Compete in the
Presnell
43
Olympics
3 Fortified
48
Baba
4 Steeple
"My Sister-"
5 Certain animals
50
John, in Ireland
6 Cit~ in Pennsyl- 51
Ore
vama
52
Made attractive
7 Trigonometric frac-53
Table scraps
tion (2 wds.)
54
The bank, for one
8 Vane direction
Antiwar group
9 Maui hello
55
Witnesses
10 Aid to memory
57
Private teachers
11 Dislikes for
58
~control
12 Actor. Andrews
Old enough (2 wds.) 16 Doleful
60
ACROSS

1
5
9
13
14
. 15
-17
19
20
21
22
23
26
29
32
35
36
37
39
41
42
44
45
46
47
49

Beach sigh-...
The Atlantic, to
Spaniards
Pop shi·ger Stevie
New York's theatrE
district
With maximum
energy
Competed
Odds' partner
Book of the Old
Testament
Mil an money
Deals with .others
Fragrances
Welles and Bean
Artist's studio
Colleen, of the
silent screen
Foreign cars
Sky-blue
Odin's wolf, et al.
Certain letters
Jolson's given
name
Disney chipmunk
Arrow poison
Shout when something
is dropped
Insecticide

Meeting for
Spring Soccer
Thurs., April 13
6:00 P.M. Room 39
Field House

i**************~

* Summer Help
!
Wanted
*: House Painters
**
-experience preferred
: -83.00-84.00 /hr.
* -interviews on Friday
* 4/14/78 3p.m.
*!* Granite
Main Fir. MUB
State Painters
.

*
*
*#
**
:

*~
*
**
Answers, page 13
**
..___________....._________________________.;**************~
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Five generations of Calefs carry on traditions
CALEF
continued from page 3

anxfous to serve a customer pur- worked my way up to meat cut- pickles are at the bottom of the Calef is the other· employee of the
chasing Calef's home made ter. I hate the word butcher. ''
uarrel. They reach way over the General Store. After attending
peanut butter Ryder said, ··want
Rocking back and forth behind barrel and in the summer when Wentworth Institute in Boston
as a boy I did everything,'' he to talk to some other devoted em- the meat counter, Sherburne, they wear those short shorts and and working for a Manchester
said. "I sold grain, weighed out ployees? Go over to the General who is also Barrington's skirts. It's just great."
electronics firm, the blond son
sugar and tea, everything. We Store?''
president of the Emergency
~nerburne said he enJoys his
of Roger Calef became a full-time
worked from 7 a.m. until our cusThe General Store, or -the Medical 'Technician Association, job because the CaJefs are "such employee at Calef's general
tomers went home at night, _grocery store as Calef called it; said people come to Calef 's fine people to work for.' '
store.
which could have been as late as 9 stocks everything from frPsh because of the special selection of
'' I also Jove to wait on
"I just sort of landed here, I
orlOp.m."
food that is hard to find customers, " said Sherburne. guess," he said looking at his
ginger snaps and Barbados
Calef worked at the Country molasses to 25 pound bags of sun- eJsewhere.
"Yesterday I asked a woman if shoes. "I got sick of commuting."
Store during the summer whiJe flower seeds and containers of
"People can chose their own she wanted a Karate Chop? Most
Displaying the barrels of
he attended Tilton Prep School Mobile Oil. Its most redeeming special cut of meat since we don't of the customers are people who molasses, shelves of homemade
His hours increased during the feature, however, is its em- pre-wrap it," he said, still have been coming here for years bread and doughnuts, hundreds
two years he lived at home and ployees.
rocking. "Supermarkets mostly and their parents came here for of bags of lentils, Jacob cattle,
commuted to Mcintosh College to
Calef's meat cutter Joel Sher- carry pre-wrapped meats. And years. Like Sonny over there.''
soldier and pinto beans, and the
study marketting.
hnrne ("Sherburne as in the how many times can you go into a
"Sonny" Hardy , a Dover barre] of one-pound bags of
"I used to deliver grain before I ~herburf!e House on Strawberry · store and pull a pickle out of a firefighter, said he had been home-made ginger snaps, the
went to school in the morning," - Banke. My ancestors lived . barrel? Peoole come in and say, coming to Calef's for 30 years. "I · younger Calef grinned .
he grinned.
there," he said.) said he has 'I used to do this 35 ~ears ago.' "
live in Madbury so it's not so
Hardy said, "There will always
Once out of college Calef retur- worked at Calef's for 20 years. "I
Walking to the pickle barrel far," Hardy said. "The people be a Calef to take over. They've
ned to the Country Store to work first came here , when I was in Sherburne smirked and said, "I and the meat bring me here. That made it through five generations
full-time along with his father, high school and stocked shelves,'' always tell the ladies, especially .Joel Sherburne is full of it."
and they'U probably make it
brother, and one other employee. Sherburne said. "I gradually in the summer, that the best
Twenty-five-year-old Billy _through five more.''
''The · store
expanded
throughout the vears." he said.
"Barrington is one of the fastest
growing towns in the state ahd
with more mouths to feed we
needed to carry more merchandise. We needed more room to
carry refrigerators than ice .
boxes. A meat counter meant a
walk-in frig and a display case.
"For many years the store in- .
· creased until the present store 1
couldn't handle the merchandise '
or quantity of customers," Calef !
said in his soft New Hampshire
drawl. "We kept the general
store in the original building and
opened the gift store in this
building in June, 1962."
Calef rose and walked out of his
office to the room across the hall .
. Filled with rusted grain scales,
50-year-old cracker crates, iron
POL VESTER CORD TIRE BUY
coffee grinders and molasses
LOWEST PR~ES EVER Their Best 4-Ply .Polyester
barrels, the room is the Country
In cooperation
Store's museum. "Most of the
Whitewalls
with the
items here date back to 1900 or
eariier," said Calef.
University of N.H.
"This here is a trophy bat won
you qualify for Stratharp Tire's
by the Barrington Nine Baseball
team in 1867," he said holding up
1
a mahogany baseball bat.. "It
\
e
used to have a silver medallion on
it until someone stole it. If I ever
catch the person who stole that
silver piece I'll kill him.''
Calef turned and walked into

-ATrENTION

.THE CAN-DO PEOPLE
.. ._ KEEP .Y OU SATISFIED

UNH STUDENTS
FACULTY & STAFF

Have You .Us.ed
Your Discount Card Yet?

You Save 100/o Even

YOU QUALIFY
FOR 103 DISCOUNTS

On These Sale Prices

AT STRATHAM TIRE

· Poly • Jet

th(> front room of tho gift ctoro

which displays items from spoon
iew.elrv and doll china tea sets to
. pine scented pillows and salt
water·taffy.
-. ·"We survived the period when
county stores· became supermarkets," Calef said. "We survived
by giving courteous service and
carrying merchandise people
wanted. Now the big companies
are advertising old fashioned pictures, lamps and furniture.
We've had it all along.
"Up until now we have kept it
in the family," he said. "My wife
does the bookkeeping, my sqn
George works in the General
Store, my nephew, Roger,
manages the General Store and
his son also works over there. I
don't know how much longer we
can keep it in the family. We
can't afford to pay our employees
the salaries they can get working
for the big corporations. Our
children may choose to work elsewhere where the pay is better.
Who knows if my grandson or
daughter will
want
the
business?"
Calef said he stayed with the
business because he is "happy to
be here. I love this business," he
said.
Calef is not the only devoted
worker to Calef's. 84-year-old
Warren Ryder has worked as a
clerk in the Gift Store from the
first day it opened and "hasn't
missed a day of work since," according to Calef.
"Warren lives in Rochester and
takes a taxi in to work," Calef
. said. "Can you imagine that I have
an employee like Warren? He
works for the fun of it, just like
me."
Ryder, who worked 22 years as
manager for the A&P grocery
store in Rochester and three
years in the clothing business
prior to working at Calef's, said,
faintly smiling, "Retirement is a
swear word. I like working for the
Calef's and I like the customers.
I'd rather keep busy than just sit
at home."
Shu{fling his feet and looking

GROUP
~~ . PURCHASE
· ~ DISCOUNT
HE~E'S _
HOW _IT WORK_S

Not .,..., ••• ,......

'

Your card is good.at the
following locations:

; Valid to December 31._1978

U_
nlversttY of New·Hampshire
· str•tham ._..

PLAISTOW, N.H.
Rte. 125
603-382-4737
LONDONDERRY, ri .H.
Rte. ll.l
603-434-1536

.I

ST~ATHAM. TIRE LOCATIONS
Jttalstow NH
f'ortU.o.lh NH
.Londonderrr Itri

I

·.I

·:

______________

. Portsmouth Ave
Rte 125
Aibany St
Rte 102
603-772-4880
603-~2-4043
603-436-4081
603-434-1536
.,,_
Penacook NH ·
· Sanford MaiM
.__, · Melne
6.Post Office Rd
Main Street
112 tr•nklin Street
603 -753·6336
207·324-3665 .
207-IM2·6338

'j

k

-·;,.,..,.._..,..._

at any
of the STRATHAM Tl RE locations listed
below -

See our Specialists today!
They'll add up to five quarts
of famous Quaker State
Super Blend Motor Oil and
lube your car with brandname lubricant.

On Tires & Tire Services
On Complete Automotive Snrvice

Grease Fmlngs Extra

CQrnple.te Under-Car Servic~

COMPLETE SERVICE ·:, ~ . . . '_ . <~~.
FROM THE CAN-DO PEOPLE, ."f ~- -~

,_

'

•'.!: ,. ,

"~'t'-J~ ~)

('">

· ~i·! ~ , ~UCE£DUCD£DOO

~~"4~

?

s595

All Locations -

We Feature •General, Remington and Michelin Tires
•Complete Automotive Service

it

iOJ·4lMOll

PENACOOK, N.H.
Mi~ VIia., Tirt Ce.
6 Past Office Cent•
503-753-6336

OIL CHANGE.
& LUBE TH~N~~EK

SAVE 10°/o

S

POITSMOUllt, N.H.
Albany Sl

CAN-DO SERVICE

Just present your card

- '--~
. ·~· · .·

STRATHAM, N.H.
Portsmouth Avt.
603·772·1713
SANFORD, ME.
M:in Sl
207-324-3665

I

f ( /

Ports. Ave. 772-3783

.

··T I) Rj E)

tpUl]I:$

PLAISTOW. "·"·
Rte.125
6()3.312.4737

I

PORTSMOUTH. N.H.
Albany St.
603-436-4081

LONDOllDCRRY. N.H.
Rte. 102
60H34-lm

UGJ~~-

Stratham
SANFORD. ME.
Mein St.

207 ·324-3665

STRATHAM TIRE - THE CAN DO TIRE COMP NY

PENACOOK. N.H.
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'Sultan of Squat' tries hi.s hand at college ball
·Sports Illustrated has
George Plimpton, The New
Hampshire has Paul Keegan.
The sophomore sports
editor boldly left the comfort
of his swivel chair to see first
hand what it's like to play inter-collegiate baseball with
- the UNH varsity. What
follows is the first in a twopart series which will conclude Friday.
By Paul Keegan
Let me just say right away that
I have never been one of th<.·
world 's greatest athletes .
While other , more gifted
players were putting the finishing
touches on their jumpshots, I was
busy perfecting the water bottle
sneak. cleverly deking out the
slower bench-warmers.
While the captain of the
baseball team was always
worrying about his hamstring
muscle, my main concern was
the funny little points that stuck
out in the knees of my baseball
pants when I stood up.
·

So what was I, "The Sultan of

The players looked at me a bit
oddly when I walked into the
locker room on that first day. I
put on my practice uniform and
went to get a drink at the water
fountain.
"Hi. Did you just get off the injured list?" I turned around to
see one of the players grin and
stick out his hand. "My name is
Mark Trafton."
" Uh ... my name is Pau!," I
said, shaking his hand. "No,
see .. .I 'm not really on the team.
I'm just gonna work out with you
guys for a couple of weeks, then
write a story about it for The
New Hampshire. You know,
kind of' like George Plimpton
did."
" Oh," he said, the sm ile
changing to a quizzical expression. "So you're a writer,
huh?" His old baseball hat was
cocked to one side. "Well, good
luck," he said "See you at practice."
I knew some of the older
players from last year when I
covered the team. I had told them
earlier what I was doing and the
easiest way to explain it, I

Squat" (as I was commonly
known in those days), doing with
my own locker, getting dressed
for practice with an NCAA
Division I baseball team? How
did I make the varsity in a
ufiiversity of 10,000 students when
I didn't even start for my team in
a high school of less than 400?
No, I didn't buy a Bullworker II
or sell my soul to the devil. I was
afr,aid that the former would
make me too muscle-bound and
as for the latter, well, "Damn
Wildcats '' doesn't quite make it.
What I did was succumb to the
temptation of settling that one
usually unanswerable question
. th~t :lll dav-dreaming, armchair
athletes ask themselves: w11at if
it were me out there?
I had the chance to find out.
UNH coach Ted Conner said I
could work out with his team for a
couple of weeks beginning in
March. then climax my va,rsity
career in a pre-season exhibition
game against Bridgewater State
College in April.
"Great!" I said excitedly .
" What is the date of the game?"
Conner looked at his calendar
and laughed. "You won 't believe
this," he chuckled. "It's on April
Fools Day. ' '
Though it was still only mid. February and I wouldn't start
practice for over a month, I had
this strange feeling of elation

thought, was to say it was, "like
w-hat CoorgP Plimoton did."
That turned out to be a
mistake. " Hey George .. . hey
George . Plimpton," yelled Jeff
Whitty with a laugh as I walked
into the Paul Sweet Oval. Whitty
was doing his two laps before
practice. I grinned back but said
nothing . George Plimpton
became my nickname, but I
didn't mind the kidding--it was all
good-natured.
While they were waiting for
better weather, the team worked
out in the oval, which is a dusty,
dirty and dimly lit indoor track.
It is not easy to get excited about.·
playing baseball under those
conditions, but the team's attitude was surprisingly good.

every time the sun broke through

They had been working out inside

the clouds, piercing the cold winter air and splashing across the
icy, snow-covered campus.

since Feb. 6, but the team only
got outside twice before the
Bridgewater scrimmage.
As soon as I arrived Jim "Doc"
Murdock, the team's trainer, led
The players looked the team through calisthenics. I
followed everyone out to the middle dirt area of the oval where
at me a bit oddly
they lined up in rows with
baseball bats in hand.
when I walked into
The exercises were m~tly . the
same kind we all did in gym
classes--jumping jacks·, body
the. locker room
rotators, running in place:-imd toe
touches, to name a few.
on tha.t first day.
After we loosened our arms by
playing catch, it was time for batting practice. Everyone seemed
The promise of spring was sud- to know exactly what to do, but I
denly everywhere, and while just stood around, trying to stay
everyone around me grumbled out of e1 .ryone's way.
about the horrible winter which
Three pitchers threw simulsti 11 had a firm grip on life, my taneouslv and three· olavers
mind was drifting to the carefree hit while the rest fielded. After
days of spring. As I walked about 20 minutes it was my turn
through the campus, small clumps . to step in the batters' box.
of snow became ~ and
I hadn't been up against live
trees were lanky first basemen, pitching in years and I knew my
stretching for my throw.
timing was going to be way off.
1 tried to get myself into shape And I didn't know how that innate
ahead of time, so that when I fear of a thrown baseball , which
went to practice I wouldn't keel all pla,vers have to a degree,
over from exhaustion. Sports- would arfect me.
writers are usuallv not in the
'I stepped in and tapped the
greatest physical condition (ask plate with my bat, frying to act
Oscar Madison of "The Odd cool. I knew _Conner and some of
Couple"> and I was no exception. the players w~te watching me as
However,
I am not the I waved m f';~)at back and forth
masochistic sort who can push through the strike zone.
himself to the very limits-of pain,
Mark Ryan, a freshman
so my workouts were none too righthander, was the pitcher. He
straining.
dropped his hands to the belt, in
I found out how easy they ac- the stretch position, started his
tually were when, on March 20, motion, then let fly.
the long wait ended and I went to
The scene that followed would
my first practice.
make a great illustration in "How

Not To Hit A Baseball." I pulled
up my head, pulled my foot out of
the batters' box, didn't follow
through, and my whole body lurched to the third base side as I
swung.
I flailed away at the pitch, a
medium-speed fastball right
down the middle, and hit only air.
The next pitch was at about the
same place and I did about the
same thing, again not coming
close to hitting it. The third was a
curve that looked like it was
going to ride in on me and when I
backed out, it broke cleanly over
the outside part of the plate.
_
"This is getting ridiculous," I
thought to myself as I stepped out
of the box to catch my breath. I
swallowed and gamely stepped
back in, determined to get at
least a small piece of the
baseball.
Ryan looked in for the sign and
paused. Then he kicked his left
foot out and hummed a fastball
right at my head. I hit the dirt
faster than you could say Jackie
Robinson, gratefully hugging the
ground as catcher Jim MacDonald reached up to where my
head had been and snared the
ball.
I finally connected on my last
swing, sending a looper to the left
side. It was nothing to call
Cooperstown about, but it felt
good to hit the ball cleanly.
After batting practice, we had
infield drills. I joined John
Walker and Greg Jablonski out at
second base. I had told Conner
that I had played shortstop and
second base in high school. "You
better play second," he told me
with a mocking grin. "That way
you won't have so far to throw."
We each took a set of game
situations which included bunts.
double plays and a "tough one" in
which no one knew what would
hupp<m

'C'mon Keegan,
let's go.'
''Jab" and "Walk" graceuiu)'
executed their plays, then it was
my turn. A ground ball was hit
to third ·and I trotted over to
cover second. The throw came
in from Mike O'Hearn. I caught
it as I crossed the bag, stopped
and pivoted. My throw to first,
however was in the dirt and skidded past first baseman Matt
Kelley.
l slapped my glove and re-'
tui:n8'l to my position. Conner
again hit a ground ball to third,
and this time my throw was fine . .
but it came only after I had
dropped O'Hearn's relay.
"C'mon, Keegan, let's go,"
Conner hollered. I kicked the dirt
and finally made both the catch
and throw on my third try.
Making mistakes like that
·made me ang1 j , but 1 felt unpressured compared to the other
players who were all fighting
for starting positions. In Conn~r's
camp, no one knew whether or
not they would be playing
opening day. I had the security
of knowing that I was on the team
no matter how many mistakes
I made.
But having that sense of
security didn't make me hustle
any less. I was always one of
those players who had to stretch
his talent as far as it would
go to compete with other players
and I couldn't afford the luxury
of the more talented athletes-- ·
like running three-quarters speed
and still winning the sprints.
I was more accustomed to the
practice routine the next day.
We went through our calisthenics, which included swinging our
bats and bunting at imaginary
pitches thrown by one of the
pitchers. When we had finished,
we ran over .to receive the day's
instructions from Conner. He was
fuming .
"What the hell are you guys
doing out there?" he screamed.

"You can't even do a simple
sacrifice bunt! I saw one guy
doing it right out there and I
hate to tell you who it was. It
was the guy who's writing the
damn story for the paper."
I lowered my head and backed
away slightly from the group.
"He's the only one showing any
enthusiasm out there and he isn't
even on the team!" Now get out
there and do 15 more--and do
them right this time! "
Everyone scrambled back into
place and we did it again. I
kept hoping the players wouldn't
be mad at me, but I think they
knew as well as I did that I
didn 't do the sacrifice bunt any
better than they did--Conner just
wanted to get them mad at themselves by telling them they were
being shown up by a non-athlete.
The practice routine went
much the same way for the next
two weeks. We had calisthenics,
hitting, fielding, run-down plays,
cut-off drills, stealing and hitand -run drills and last, but
certainly not least, we had our
conditioning drills.
One of them aptly called,
"bunnies," had us hopping on one
leg for about 50 feet, turning
around and hopping back on the
other leg. "Snakes," is another
favorite drill. We ran about the
same length dragging our right
hand on the ground, then turning
around to do the same with the
other- hand.
· But the toughest of all is
"stairs." The players have to run
or hop, with one or both legs,
up five flights of stairs, turn
around, then do it again until
the coach, usually Conner's
assistant, Paul Berton, has mercy on them.
My main worry was how well
I'd keep up with the others during
these trying times. I usually
· came in last, but not by much.
Tilt "::itairs" driJI w;:is; the worst
for me--I wasn't sure if I'd be
able to finish it.
" Hey George--how 'ya holding
up?" the players would ask me
when I shuffled back to the locker
room , hat tilted back, sweat
pouring down my face. "Ahhh.
Was nothin' ," I'd lie, my knees
quivering and my gut aching. ·
For those two weeks, I had no

.

On Thursday of the second
week, I made the mistake of
showing up late. I found out you
just don't do that. Conner is the
type of coach who gets the most
out of his players and treats
· them all the same. Nobody walks
to do anything--they all rifR at
his command. If you 're going t.o
do something, you had better do
it all-out. .. or look out.
"Hold it everybody ," he
bellowed from across the oval
when I trotted in at 6:05 p.ltl.
The players, who had alreaay
begun calisthenics, stopped and
turned around. " Look who's
late!" He paused. "Well, c'mon
Keegan, they 're waiting for
you!"
·
·
My face reddened as I
struggled to put on my cleats.
I finally got them on and grabbed
a bat.
"Keegan, I want you to go out
in front of everybody so they can
see you. Get out there in front
of Wholley." I sprinted towards
Steve Wholley, the team's cocaptain, who was the first man
in the middle line. Mike Belzil,
who was leading calisthenics,
t-old me to tie my shoelaces so
I wouldn't trip during the exer.cises.
Self-conscious is a good word
to describe how I felt at that
moment. Near the end of the
exercises, Conner walked up .to
me and stopped.

As I dropped off
to sleep, I was
thinking about
The Big Game.
21
What hme 1s pracbce?" he
asked with a soft voice. "Six,"
I said, looking at the ground.
"And what time are you supposed
to be here for a six o'clock practice?" "About quarter of," I
mumbled. " Thal 's right·-you're
supposed to do your isometrics
and run your two laps. For
Chrissakes, Keegan, how are you
going to make this team if you
don 't get here on time? I'll tell
you one thing," he said, smiling
now , wagging a finger at me
"After Saturday, I'm going t~
boot you the hell off this team."

"The Sultan of Squat" leans intently in from his second base
~osition during one of the baseball team's few outdoor practices. (Jerry Naples photo)

'

trouble falling asleep at night.
Samraay--what I had been
The first few days I felt these wo_rkihg two weeks for. Saturdaystrange muscles that I had for- -the cufmination of my collegiate
gotten even existed on my body. career
Every time I took a step, the · I didn't get to bed until late
soreness in my thigh muscles Thursday ·night. As I dropped
reminded me of the previous off to sleep, I was thinking about
day's practice.
going outside for only the second
I enjoyed that feeling, though. time tomorrow, then The Big
on
Saturday
at
I had been out of shape for too Game
long and now I was feeling Bridgewater State. I wondered
athletic again. I found myself what kind of an April Fools Day ,
looking forward to going to prac- it was going to be.
Friday--Part II: The Game.
tice.
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'Speedy' women
open new season
LJ\XWOMEN
continued from page 20

Laxmen at UConn
LACROSSE
continued from page 20

time this year. It came through in the heat of the battle."
Both teams were tied at the end of the first half, 6-6. They continued to swap goals throughout the second half until Middlebury
scored three goals in three minutes to open up the biggest lead of the
game.
The stickmen travel to UConn tomorrow for a game with the
Huskies at 3 p.m. The Huskies are currently ranked 11th in New
England.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~t~ik e

Both UNH lacrosse teams will
be in action this week. Above a Boston College attacker is being pressured in Sunday's men's game, which the
Cats won, 10-6. <Bob Stevensen photo) Below, members
of the women's team are preparing for their season opener
Thursday against Springfield:
<Lee Hunsaker photo>

Speed has always been a trait
of the team under Rilling's tutelage. Yet, another aspect which
can offset that speed is the
amount of talent, because ·much
of the team never played lacrosse
before coming to UNH.
But if you think that's a
problem, you needn't look farther
than first home. Kathy Sanborn,
as a sophomore last year, was the
team's high scorer with more
than 20 goals. As a freshman,
Sanborn had never played
lacrosse before in her life.
"It used to be that I got players
who never played the game
before;'' said Rillings. "Now, I'm·
getting ones who have."
Tw.9 examples of such are sophomores Kelly Stone and Donna
O'Brien.
Stone, a goalie in field hockey
and defenseman in ice hockey~
will fill the spot vacated by
Martenelli at point. O'Brien, a
transfer from Plymout~ State
College, should be able to take
over for Parrish at attack wing.
Her opposite attack wing will be
Willis, one of the team's three
top scorers from last year.
Defensively, Rilling is forced

to move about some personnel.
In addition to Stone, Rilling has
put sophomore Sue Mellet up at
third man , Alice Rayner's old
spot. for her stickwork ability.
Rilling has placed first-year
player Janet Cope at defensive
wing because of her speed. Backstopping the defensive unit will
be goalie Rousseau and tricaptain Gail Keyes .
Even with three new people,
Rilling promises that the defense
"is going to be strong."
Two other people Rilling is
hoping for a good season from are
sophomores Carol Berry and
Beth Wheatlv.
"Carol had a disappointing
first year," said Rilling. "but this
years sne·s oeen looking terrific."

'

The first encounter with
Springfield will tell UNH two
things. First, exactly how good a
team Springfield is, and second.
what to expect from UNH for the
season.
"We would probably be
stronger going into the game. "
said Rilling, " if we had better
weather. You need the time outside.
"I definitely have the talent.
Now it's a question of how quickly
we can put it together for the
season."

Min igan ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~;~;~;~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~;~~~~~;~;~;~;~;~;~;i;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~

Overkilling the pros
There's something special about inter-collegiate sports.
And it becomes apparent only once in a while. One of those
times was last Sunday and it involved the final game played
by John Havlicek of the Boston Celtics.
Now everyone has to admit that John Havlicek was one of
the finest players ever to play in the National Basketball
Association. He holds numerous NBA records and just
about every Celtic mark there is. But in these times of media
hype and television overkill, the true value of the man was
lost just a bit last Sunday. It makes one appreciate the unspoiled (up to now) nature of the college game.
The CBS broadcast of the Boston Celtics-Buffalo Braves
game last Sunday was more a television showcase than a
"John Havlicek tribute. Of cours·e, the festivities were
~televised and the nation got to see The Captain make his

final farewells. And of course, Hondo scored 29 points to
round out a tremendous career.
But it was too much television. It was too commercial.
There were too~any gifts and accolades bestowed upon the
man who epito~izes Celtic pride.
After all, did' we really need Havlicek scoring a videotaped bucket before every commercial? Did we really need
Brent Mussberger and Keith Erickson giving Hondo the
·Chevrolet Most Valuable Player Award mid-way through
the fourth quarter, after Havlicek had forced up about three
30-foot jumpshots in a row?
The hype might have been justified had the network
stayed in Boston for the whole telecast. It would have been
classy to show The Captain scoring his final four hoops
down the stretch. It would have been the best to see the final
standing ovation when Hondo left the game with only 15
seconds. left.
Unf6ri.unately, that· wasn't the case. CBS felt the middle
holes of the Masters' Golf tournament were more important
than the final professional minutes of John Havlicek. Th~
national television audience was cheated of the best. It was
cheated of the best player the Celtics have had, going out of
the game in style. The Masters tournament was, somehow,
more important.
In college sports, the television blitzkrieg is still out in the
future. We can still be treated to Division I hockey and the
NCAA basketball tournament on television or in the arena
without having to put-up with the bullshit that the big networks have given to the pros.
College sports are still personal. There aren't 45
photographers filling up half-court when a great player
graduates. There aren't 45 reporters sticking 45 microphones
in the face of the college senior when he scores his final
basket.
College sports are still for college students and still for the
college sports fan. It hasn't been bastar_dized by the networks ... yet.
It would be nice if it could stay that way.

•
UNH WIDS
•
tr1-meet,

67-48-45
The UNH women's track team
was the winner in a three-team
meet last Saturday, scoring 67
points to Bridgewater's 48 and
Brandeis' 45.
Today the Wildcats travel to
Bowdoin.
Five UNH women accounted
for six first-place finishes . .
Freshman Lesl~y Doughty was
the double winner, throwing the
javelin 130'1" and the discus
97'3". UNH also took second and
third in the discus.
·
Mary Ellen Letvinchuk won the
100 meter hurdles with a time of
15.8. Sue Bliss took the high jump
at 4'1lY'. Maureen Carter won
the-mile frf 5: 20, and Betsy Harris
ran the 440 yard dash in 59.4 to
win the event.
'Troba"Oly our best two performances Were tne 44u ana ·trie
javelin," said UNH coach Jean
Roberts. What won the meet for
the Cats, Roberts said, was, "the
fact that we finished first in six
of fifteen events and had eight
second places."

Lynch
named
sports
editor
Tom Lynch. a sophomore sports
communications major, wm
take over this week as sports
editor of The New Hampshire.
Lynch. 19. will start with
Friday's issue, replacing Paul
Keegan. who has held the
position for a one-year term.
A Portsmouth, N .H. native.
Lynch has been on the sports
staff for over a year. covering the
UNH men's basketball beat.
writing feature stories and taking
photographs. He was appointed
staff reporter this semester.
Ar~ avid golfer. Lynch hopes to
go mto newspaper work upon
graduation.

As for his goals for the next
year, Lynch said. ''I'd like to
keep up the standards that have
been set. and I'd like to keep the
sports section as enjoyable to the
reader as possible."
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Cats dump BC;
remain unbeaten
By Gerry Miles

UNH's John Snodgrass <16) is hit trom behind by a Boston College player during action Sunday
at Chestnut Hill, jarring the ball loose. The Cats won their third straight game, 10-6. <Bob Stevensen photo)

UNO

•
nine
searches for balance

By Tom Lynch
Balance. It's what all baseball
tea ms sea rcL for -- a ha lance
betwetn good hitting and good
pitching. The UNH baseball team
seemed to find that balance
Saturday at Rhode Island, splitting a doubleheader, losing·· 5-4
and winning 4-0.
Then came Sunday, however,
and Boston College. BaselJaII;:,
bouncing around the Eagles'
home field made the park look
like a pinball machine. II! the_first
game, the two clubs hooked up in
a sll!gfest which BC won, 14-9.
T.Jie score of the second contest
promised to be even more football-like, but darkness set in, and
the game was called after five innings with the score tied, 11-11.
The Wildcats, now 1-4-1, will
travel to Providence today for a
doubleheader. With the help of
mother nature. they will be able
to belatedly open their home season Thursday against Northeastern
at7p.m.
·
Junior righthander Joel
Murray started the first game for
the Cats Sunday. In the--four innings he worked, he gave up ten
runs, four of which were earned,
on seven hits.
The ·crowning blow of the
game was a grand slam home run .
in the fourth inning by BC's Tim
Dachos, which made it 6-5
Eagles.
The Cats tied it at six in their
half of the inning, but the UNH

bullpen was unable to qmet the
BC bats. Reliever Mark Tra~on
came on in the fifth and gave up
three runs in his two-inning stint.
He was followed by Mark Ryan,
who allowed the final BC run.
Sophomore Greg Jablonski
went three-for-four in the first
game, scoring one run and
driving in three for UNH.
The .3ccond gamo s;:!lw the Cats
capitalize on the wildness of BC
pitching. UNH scored four runs in ·
the first inning on three hits, -0nce

in . the second despite going
LACROSSE, page 19 :
hitless, and six times in the third
on the power of two base hits.
One of those third inning hits ·
was a three-run homer off the bat
of co-captain Steve Wholley.
Wholley had four RBI's in the
game. The Cats' Jeff Whitty and
Tim Gowen both had two hits in
two at bats, with Gowen driving
in three runs.
Saturday's action was capped
by a five-hit shutout performance
by UNH freshman righthander
Steve Johnson. In going the
distance, he struck out five batters and walked only four.
"I though I'd be able to do pretty well," said Johnson. "The
main thing I was concerned about
was just to get the ball over the
pl~t-~."

UNH freshman Steve Johnson
was named Yankee Conference Rookie-of-the-week for
his shutout against Rhode Island Saturday.

Johnson, after an uneventtu1
six innings, pitcheg his way out of
a one-out, bases loaded jam in the
· seventh. After walkipg two URI
players, he gave up an infield hit
to Ram Steve Galiska to load the
bases. Bob Kinsella took the
freshman to a full count before
Johnson struck him out. Mike
Chadwick grounded to third baseman Grr,g Jablonski to end the
game.
"I wasn't tired at all," he said.
"I got the ball a little high in the
seventh. That's why I walked
those two guys. I managed to get
it down later, though, to get the
last man to ground out."

Runners place first in first meet
The UNH spring track team,
took eight first places and showed
strong early season depth Saturday,
mauling MIT and Bates in the
first meet of the year on MIT's
new $400,000 tartan track. The
Cats will put their 2-0 record
on the line tomorrow against Holy
Cross and Rhode Island at URI.
The strong Charles River winds
weren't carrying all good news for
UNH, however, as top triple-jumper
Bob Freilirtg may be lost for the
season because of a severe hamstring pull .
"The whole back of my leg
went twang," said-Freiling, who
sdfere-d . tne -pull -on -his 'first
j1 rnp. "It felt like a giant
r· : amp."
"Two weel<s." he added. tapping the two pounds of ace bandages and cotton wrapped around
his left leg. "I'll be back in two
weeks."
''I wo~l~ be very surprised if
he (Fre1lmg) was back in two
weeks,,,· said-Coach John Copeland.
"I'm looking more toward the
Yankee Conference <May 6th)."
UNH's strongest event of the
day was the hammer throw. Alex

If you've seen Art Young limping around the field house lately (because of the cast .on his leg for a torn Achilles tendon) and have wondered what reason he possibly could have to be happy, consider
these:
--the lacrosse team disregarded unfavorable odds and beat perennial powerhouse Hofstra two weeks ago in a squeaker;
--His team is healthy and improving with every game;
--The Wildcats are still undefeated at 3-0 after completing a twogame series this weekend against Middlebury and Boston College.
The Cats, who were down, 5-3 at the half, had a strong comeback
and rallied to outscore the Eagles, 7-1 in the second half to win easily,
10-6 on Sunday.
"BC had an excellent goalie," said· UNH coach Art Young. "He
made some big saves that would have been sure goals against a lot of
the other teams we've played."
High scorers in the BC game for UNH were Ralph Baugher with
three goals and John Fay, who had three goals and two assists. Mike
Vanvleck, Bill Ryan, Jay Leech and Doug King each added single
tallies.
.
., 'jJcl,t_we cbninated the game," said Young. "We picked up a lot of
grow.cl OOlls,, outshot them, 50-25, only gave up one-man-down goal out
of nine, and won 16 of 18 face-offs."
In Friday's action, the Wildcats fought back from a three-goal
deficit early in the fourth quarter to force the game into sudden
death overtime and defeat ECAC Div. II champion Middlebury, 1514, on a Baugher goal, 59 seconds into the overtime period.
Goals by Bruce Paro, Fay, and John Bryan for UNH forced the
game to into overtime.
_
The Wildcats quickly had the upper hand in the overtime period as
. Panther Andy Nestler was called for slashing. Thirty-one seconds
later, Fay found Baugher cutting through towards the net. Baugher·
took the pass in stride and fired it to the far upper corner to win the
game.
'~Jt'sJhe bi1?1?est goal of my life," said an elated Baugher after the
game. 'We've use~ that play all the time_ J~st year. Hut it was the first

Miller lead a UNH sweep with a
"Neither <Chet) Davis or <Toby)
personal !>est of 182'4", edging Russ cleared their opening heights
l.Du Porazzo by nine inches. Yankee (in the pole vault)," said Cope·Conference weight throw champ land. "But there's no doubt they'll
Ken Campbell was third at 175'10". both be back fig~ting next week."
The 400 meter relay team of
Don Deroo, after a fifth place
Mark Gori, Frank Keough, Lee showing in the longer 1500 meters,
Pope and Joe Monastiereo grab- came back 45 minutes later to
bed first place with a solid 43.5. take his specialty, the 800 in
·Keough also won both the 100 1: 57 .9, just nosing out freshman m.65) and ~(23.54) meter dashes Greg White 0:58.7).
·and Pope 02.01, 23.94) took third
In that 1500 (a slightly shorter
in each.
version of the glamorous mile),
"The water jump was killing my freshman George Junior (3:58.2)
stomach," said junior Mark Ber- went out to a commanding lead
man, who ran a strong second for half the race before yielding
in the 3000 meter steeplechase, in the last 50 yards to Greg
his first ever attempt in the event. Peters of Bates. Guy ·steams
With a personal best leap of closed quickly to grab third in
21'10 3/4, freshman Pete Leber- 3: 58.3, roughly equivalent to a
man got the win in the long jump. 4:17mile.
"It felt like I was holding someJunior John Demers started
thing back," he said of the winning fast · and held off Bill Tyler of
jump. "I had one out around Bates on the last straight to take
23 ft. that I just fouled.''
the 400 in a quick 49.1.
Intermediate hurdler Don BelOther second place finishers incher demolished the field in the cluded Brad Russ in the triple
one lap event with a time of jump (42'8 3/4"), Mark Chase in
57.4, just four tenths off his best. the shot (45' 8 1/4") and discus,
Tri~ptain Steve Marcotte cleared
Gary Crossan in the 5000 meters
1-t tee : on hi.;; first a ~t..-:mp• f0r r 15:02) and Mike Russo in the
the win in the pole\ c:L!I~
javelin.

Wddcat g~lie Suzanne Rousseau makes a save during practice
yesterday. Rousseau and the Cats open their season "Thursday
at Springfield. (Lee Hunsaker photo)

LaxwoIDen ·t o face Chiefs
in opener on Thursday
By Lee Hunsaker
To other lacrosse coaches,
Jean Rilling's problem must
seem minute compared to theirs.
· Rilling's UNH lacrosse teams
have been undefeated in three out
of the last four years and hold
a 16-0-1 recMd over the past two
years. In those same two years,
her teams have scored a total
206 goals while allowing only 43.
One team member, senior tricaptain Diane Willis, was named
to the U.S. National squad last
year, and junior goalie Suzanne
Rousseau, also a tri-captain,
stands to be ''the best goalkeeper
in New England," according to
Rilling.
So what's the problem?
Rilling lost two key defensive
players
(captain
Alicia
Martenelli and Alice Hayner)
and one exciting attack wing

(Molly Parrish) to graduation
and grades.
'More recently, Sherry Valencenti, another experienced defenseman, is out for the season
.because of a hamstring injury
she suffered while practicing in
the Paul Sweet Oval.
Yet despite the bad luck, the
Wildcats should carry on their
unbeaten string in their season
opener at Springfield College this
Thursday.
"We'll go flat out and run them
into the ground," said Rillings.
"We've never played against
them before, so we know nothing
about them.
· "But I do know that we have
an extremely fast team. Every
position has the speed they need
for what t~ey have to do.''.
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